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INTRODUCTION
Formed in 2011 by property owners, the Downtown Berkeley PBID is a special district that collects a
self-governed assessment on property to provide environmental enhancements through hospitality,
maintenance and beautification services, and economic enhancements to improve the Downtown
business climate.
The PBID was formed with a five year term and is set to expire, unless renewed by Downtown property
owners and the City of Berkeley, at the end of 2016. To prepare for the renewal of the PBID, the
Downtown Berkeley Association (DBA) retained the services of Progressive Urban Management
Associates, Inc. to update the organization’s strategic plan. With priorities gained from the DBA Board
of Directors, stakeholder focus groups and responses to an online community improvement survey, the
proposed new PBID Management Plan will offer support for the following services:
•
•
•
•


Continued deployment of “Ambassador” teams to provide enhanced hospitality, cleaning and
landscaping throughout the district;
Increased energy and resources to reduce disruptive street behaviors and work with civic and social
service partners to address homelessness;
New resources to provide enhanced cleaning that adapts to drought tolerant practices and a
expanded marketing function to undertake research, communications and other related activities.
“Placemaking” and beautification through capital improvements and ongoing programs.
Continued economic enhancements supporting local businesses and attracting new investment
and businesses.

MANAGEMENT PLAN SUMMARY
Pursuant to California Streets and Highways Code, the “Property and Business Improvement District
Law of 1994 as amended”, the existing Downtown Berkeley PBID is being renewed for a ten year term.
Upon receipt of petitions signed by property owners representing greater than 50% of the District
budget, the City of Berkeley will initiate a ballot procedure to officially form and renew the PBID.
Governed by the Downtown Berkeley Association board of directors, the District’s work program will
deliver proposed activities and improvements to improve and convey special benefits to properties
located within the Downtown Berkeley PBID area. The District will continue to provide both
environmental and economic enhancements. Each of the activities is designed to meet District goals:
1. Producing a consistently clean, welcoming, and attractive Downtown experience,
2. Attracting and retaining new businesses,
3. Cultivating a fun and vibrant Downtown “living room”,
4. Enhancing property values, sales, and occupancies, and
5. Helping Downtown businesses compete locally and regionally.
As described in the Management District Plan, it is proposed that the PBID will provide funding for
enhanced maintenance, hospitality, beautification, placemaking, business support and attraction,
parking management and marketing programs, above and beyond those provided by the City of
Berkeley.
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Location

The district boundary encompasses the core of the downtown area focused along
the Shattuck and University Avenue corridors in Downtown Berkeley. Two areas
will be added to the District: 1) one block west along University Avenue between
Martin Luther King Jr Way and Grant Street and 2) three blocks south along the
Shattuck Avenue corridor between Dwight Way and Carleton Street. To assess for
the special benefit each parcel receives from the PBID activities, two benefit zones
will continue. A third benefit zone will also be established for the additional three
blocks along Shattuck Avenue to acknowledge this area’s relationship to the City’s
Adeline Planning Area.
Improvements & A Welcoming, Attractive and Economically Vital Downtown: The PBID will
Activities
finance improvements and activities that will improve Downtown Berkeley’s
environment for property owners, residents, workers and visitors, including:
Environmental Enhancements:
• Maintenance Teams that sweep, scrub and pressure wash sidewalks, remove
litter and graffiti, increase the frequency of trash removal and maintain
landscaping throughout the District.
• Hospitality Ambassadors that provide visitor information, safety escorts,
merchant outreach, city services liaison, event support, homeless services
outreach and referrals, and work with local police and business and property
owners to prevent crime and address quality of life issues.
• Beautification and placemaking improvements that make Downtown Berkeley
more visually attractive, which may might include: enhanced landscaping,
holiday décor, way-finding signage, trash receptacles, streetscape, planters,
urban design plans, bike racks, programming of BART Plaza and other public
spaces, etc.
Economic Enhancements:
• Promote and support local business through marketing programs and city
liaison role and attract new businesses and investment that further the
strategic goals of the Downtown.
• Advance Downtown Berkeley’s evolution as a regional destination for arts,
culture and entertainment.
• Marketing and communications to support PBID activities and improvements
and promote a positive image for Downtown Berkeley.
• Strategies to improve the parking and transit experience to support local
businesses, residents, and arts/culture/civic destinations..
• Leadership through research and community education to represent the
downtown community with one clear voice.
Method of
Financing

Levy of assessments upon real property that benefit from improvements and
activities.
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Budget

Total district PBID assessment budget for its first year of operations is $1,505,696, as
follows:

Budget Assumptions
Environmental Enhancements
Cleaning & Hospitality Program
Beautification & Placemaking
Administration: Environment
Total Environment
Economic Enhancements
Marketing, Business Support, Etc.
Administration: Economy
Total Economy
TOTAL

PBID
Budget

Less:
General
Benefit

Assessment
TOTAL

922,903
149,256
160,824
1,232,983

13,991
0
2,099
16,090

908,912
149,256
158,725
1,216,893

251,248
37,556
288,805
1,521,788

0
0
0
16,090

251,248
37,556
288,805
1,505,696

General Benefit Allowance: An allowance is made for general benefits that the district
may provide to either the parcels outside the district boundary or to the public at large.
Any PBID services that are found to provide general benefit cannot be paid for with
assessment revenue. A certified engineer has estimated that the general benefit from
services accounts for $16,090 of the estimated budget, resulting in a total assessment
budget of $1,505,696.
Cost

Annual assessments are based upon an allocation of program costs within two benefit
zones and a calculation of land plus building square footage within each zone. Two
benefit zones, “Premium and Standard” provide two different levels of service. The
“Premium” service zone encompasses the area of highest intensity of use and receives
more services. Environmental services (i.e. improved cleaning, hospitality, landscaping
and placemaking) will be approximately twice as frequent in the “Premium” zone as in the
“Standard” zone. Economic enhancements (i.e. marketing, parking management and
business support) will be distributed equally throughout the district.
The proposed three-block addition along Shattuck Avenue will be a third “South Shattuck
Benefit Zone”. This area will receive the “Standard” level of services. The third zone is to
recognize this area’s status in the City’s Adeline Planning Area. If, at some time during the
ten year term of the PBID, a new PBID is formed in the Adeline Planning Area, South
Shattuck Benefit Zone property owners may opt out of the Downtown PBID and become
part of a new PBID.
Properties with residential, government and tax-exempt uses will pay an adjusted rate.
Residential properties will fully benefit from environmental services, but they will not
benefit from economic enhancements and their assessments will be adjusted accordingly.
Tax-exempt and government properties will not gain the full benefit from environmental
services as compared to commercial and residential properties, and their assessments are
also adjusted accordingly.
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Estimated annual maximum assessment rates for the first year of the district are as
follows:
Land + Building
Projected Assessment Rates
Environmental Enhancements
Premium
Standard
Economic Enhancements
TOTAL
Premium: Commercial
Standard: Commercial
Premium: Residential
Standard: Residential
Premium: Tax Exempt/Government
Standard: Tax Exempt/Government

Cap

City
Services
Collection
District
Governance
District
Formation

Duration

Lot +
Building
0.1668
0.0834
0.0564
0.2232
0.1398
0.1668
0.0834
0.1251
0.0626

Rate Adjustment: Over the first five years of the PBID, rates will have increased a total of
5%, or an average 1.25% per year. The rates above project a approximate 10% one-time
rate adjustment over the projected 2016 assessment rates. The adjustment is needed to
catch up with increasing labor costs associated with the Ambassador program, and to
launch new initiatives related to the cleaning and marketing of the District.
Following renewal of the District, annual assessments may increase no more than 5% per
year consistent with the increase in consumer price index (CPI) and increases in program
costs. The determination of annual adjustments in assessment rates will be subject to the
review and approval of the Downtown Berkeley Association (DBA) board of directors.
The City of Berkeley will provide an accounting of baseline services that are currently
provided within the District and will continue through the duration of the planned
renewal.
PBID assessments appear as a separate line item on the annual Alameda County property
tax bills.
The PBID will continue to be managed by the Downtown Berkeley Association (DBA)
board of directors. A majority of the DBA board is composed of property owners and/or
their representatives within the PBID.
California law for PBID district formation requires the submission of petitions signed by
property owners in the proposed district who will pay more than 50% of the total
assessments (i.e. petitions must represent more than 50% of the $1,505,696 to be
assessed). Petitions are submitted to the Berkeley’s City Council and the City will mail
ballots to all affected property owners. The majority of ballots returned, as weighted by
assessments to be paid, must be in favor of the PBID in order for the City Council to
consider approval.
Collection of the first year’s assessments will be included in Alameda County’s 2016-2017
tax bill. Services will begin January 1, 2017 and continue through December 31, 2026. A
five-year review of the district will evaluate market conditions and the need for any
adjustments to the Management Plan. Any subsequent renewal of the district will require
a new management plan, petition and mail ballot process.
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II.

WHY RENEW THE DOWNTOWN BERKELEY PBID?

What is a PBID?
The International Downtown Association estimates that more than 1,000 property-based business
improvement districts (PBID) currently operate throughout the United States and Canada. A PBID
provides enhanced improvements and activities, such as public safety, maintenance and image
enhancement, in addition to those provided by local government. PBIDs provide services that
improve the overall viability of business districts, resulting in higher property values, sales and tax
revenues. Since the creation of California’s Property and Business Improvement District Law in 1994,
more than 100 new PBIDs have been established in California downtowns and other commercial
districts, including Sacramento, Oakland, San Francisco, Santa Monica and San Jose. In Berkeley,
there are three PBIDs – Downtown, Telegraph and North Shattuck.

Why Renew the Downtown Berkeley PBID?
•

Creating a Consistently Clean, Welcoming and Attractive Downtown Remains a Challenge: The
impetus for creating the PBID in 2010 was to address an inconsistent experience in Downtown’s
public realm – dirty sidewalks, graffiti and occasionally intimidating street behaviors that detracted
from visitors’ overall experiences. While the PBID made initial progress to stabilize the Downtown
environment, there has been slippage. The challenge of California’s drought is creating a need for
new cleaning techniques and equipment. Continued permissive attitudes, influx of new street
populations, and increasingly brazen behavior have resulted in a decline in perceptions of comfort
and safety in the Downtown. Recent stakeholder surveys find reducing homelessness and
disruptive street behaviors as downtown’s overwhelming Number One priority.

•

Cultivate Fun & Vibrant Downtown “Living Room”: Downtown Berkeley is both the geographic
and civic heart of the City. The PBID aims to attract residents and visitors of all ages to come and
enjoy Downtown, by creating a vibrant and comfortable community gathering place with arts,
culture, entertainment, education, recreation, open space, food, shopping, commerce, services,
etc.

•

Enhance Property Values, Sales, and Occupancies: PBIDs are a critical mechanism in
strengthening the economic foundation of downtowns. The Downtown Berkeley PBID aims to
fund improvements and services that enhance the overall economic vitality of the Downtown
business district. Success is measured by higher property values, sales and occupancies.

•

Help Downtown Berkeley Compete: As a business location and a retail/entertainment
destination, Berkeley competes with growing business districts throughout the East Bay and
beyond. The PBID provides resources to help Downtown Berkeley strengthen its unique position in
this increasingly competitive market.

•

Maintain Ratepayer Control and Accountability: The Downtown Berkeley Association board of
directors ensures that decisions affecting assessments are made by a board with a majority of
affected property and business owners. PBID-financed programs are subject to an annual audit and
other private sector performance standards and controls.
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III. THE PROCESS TO DEVELOP THE PBID MANAGEMENT PLAN
The PBID Management Plan is the result of a six month process to update the Downtown Berkeley
Association’s Strategic Plan. The 2015 Strategic Plan aligns the organization’s priorities and structure
with the opportunities anticipated over the next five to ten years. The 2015 Strategic Plan process was
led by the DBA board of directors and staff and included input from a DBA board strategic planning
retreat, stakeholder roundtables and a community survey.
Priorities from various groups for the future of Downtown were concentrated around the following
major themes:
1. Make Downtown safer and more welcoming with an emphasis on reducing homelessness and
disruptive street behaviors;
2. Improve cleaning in Downtown (particularly in light of recent drought)
3. Fill vacant storefronts and support local businesses.
4. Invest in placemaking, defined as both capital improvements and programming, to create better
public amenities and more walkable, bikeable streets;
5. Improve the parking experience for residents, visitors and employees.
6. Increased advocacy with City and other agencies and stakeholders
Community Survey: An online community survey was distributed to gather additional insight into the
Strategic Plan and inform the renewal of the PBID. 460 persons responded with a profile that included
two-thirds Berkeley residents with household incomes evenly divided above and below $100,000 per
year. A majority of respondents also identified themselves as age 50 or greater. Key responses from
the survey included:
1. The key factors for improving downtown over the past five years were:
i) cleaning services;
ii) homeless outreach services; and
iii) the growth of arts, live music and entertainment.
2. In an open response
question, survey
respondents were
asked to describe
Downtown Today.
The resulting word
cloud sorts the
responses by
frequency. The more
the word was used to
describe downtown
today, the larger it
appears in the word
cloud.
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3. Respondents were then
asked to describe
Downtown ten years into
the future:

4. When asked to choose the single most important action to achieve their vision for Downtown
Berkeley, respondents top five choices were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reduce homelessness and problematic street behaviors (46%)
Fill vacant storefronts and support local businesses (9%)
More public amenities such as public restrooms, water fountains and lighting (8%)
More public open space such as plazas, parklets and a pedestrian mail (7%)
Build housing at a variety of price points (7%)

The importance of reducing homelessness and disruptive street behaviors is pervasive
throughout responses and among all demographic groups that completed the survey (as well as
from feedback from roundtables).
a. “Dirty” and “Homeless” were the two most frequent words used to describe downtown
Berkeley today.
b. To achieve their vision for downtown ten years into the future, reducing homelessness and
problematic street behaviors ranked as the number one priority – 67% of respondents
characterized this as “very important”.
c. When choosing one improvement priority for the future, “reducing homelessness and
problematic street behavior” was a clear mandate with 46% of respondents selecting this one
action. Notably, the 46% response to the choice of “one single most important action” is
unprecedented in the 20+ year experience of the P.U.M.A. consultant team.
d. In a third open response option, “homeless, street and people” were the three most frequently
used words used as a specific improvement for Downtown, and were mentioned as reasons that
respondent avoid Downtown altogether.
e. While 67% of all respondents ranked reducing homelessness and disruptive street behavior as a
“very important”, 89% of business owners and 81% of commercial property owners shared this
sentiment.
f. Respondents aged 35 to 64 were particularly concerned with the issue.
g. Overall, 66% of survey respondents listed a City of Berkeley zip code as a home address.
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Strategic Plan Vision, Framework & Construct: To achieve the preceding improvement priorities for
Downtown, the following vision, framework and construct was developed to guide the next five to ten
year strategic direction for the DBA and Downtown Berkeley.
The community engagement process revealed a consistent vision from a variety of Berkeley
stakeholders for the future of Downtown that consists of the following five major elements:

Vibrant
Safe
Creative

Sustainable

Prosperous

Downtown will be a fun, dynamic and inclusive place that hums with activity. It
will be a multi-dimensional destination, accommodating a variety of uses – a
place to work, live, shop, be educated and entertained.
Downtown will be welcoming to all and provide safe and clean streets in a stable,
predictable and hospitable environment.
Downtown will be a destination for creativity – a regional hub for arts and
culture, and, in partnership with the University of California and other
educational institutions, an internationally acclaimed center for innovation and
entrepreneurship.
Downtown Berkeley will be a place that embraces and exemplifies all three pillars
of sustainability – environmental balance, particularly in a time of extreme
drought; economic prosperity with a focus on local independent businesses; and
social equity, creating a variety of opportunities through diverse housing, jobs
and education.
Downtown Berkeley will be a place where merchants, property owners, arts
venues, and other businesses and nonprofits prosper with increased number of
customers enjoying the Downtown.

The Strategic Plan Framework organizes a variety of actions and programs into an organizational
construct to guide the future of the DBA. Guided by the preceding aspirations, the construct organizes
program initiatives into the following three bundles:

Environment Initiatives that aim to make Downtown Berkeley safe, clean and attractive.
Economy

Leadership
& Advocacy

Environment actions focus on enhancements to the public realm and
opportunities to make Downtown more welcoming for all.
Initiatives that aim to make Downtown a center of opportunity to work, shop,
eat, drink, learn, play, and be inspired. Economic enhancements focus on
providing support services to help a diverse economy thrive (i.e. office, housing,
retail, cultural institutions, non-profits, etc.). Parking management is part of this
bundle, viewed as supporting economic vitality as opposed to simply
infrastructure.
Initiatives that strengthen the DBA’s position as the champion of Downtown.
Leadership and advocacy actions will aim to build broad support among property
and business owners, residents, civic leaders and others to support polices that
advance the Downtown vision to be vibrant, safe, creative and sustainable.
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Within the program areas, ten complementary initiatives are envisioned:
Vision for Downtown:
Vibrant | Safe | Creative | Sustainable | Prosperous

Environment

Economy

Leadership & Advocacy

1. Safe & Welcoming
Downtown
2. Clean & Beautiful
Downtown
3. Place-Making

4. Business Support &
Innovation
5. Arts, Culture &
Entertainment
6. Parking
Management
10. Marketing &
Communications

7. Unified Voice for
Downtown
8. Mobilize Downtown
Residents
9. Transportation & Mobility
Options

Non-PBID Funding: The Strategic Plan identifies a variety of possible funding sources that can
support Downtown improvement programming in addition to the PBID. These sources of funds, and
their anticipated uses, include the following:
•

•
•
•

Parking Meter Revenue from the extension of meters into the evening hours (e.g., 6 to 8 p.m.).
Parking meter revenues are anticipated to help strengthen “Environment” activities by helping to
fund dedicated police coverage for the Downtown, and other services to enhance Downtown safety
and cleanliness.
Membership Dues are identified as a potential revenue source to support “Leadership & Advocacy”
priorities.
Transportation Management Grants are envisioned to support policies aimed at increasing
mobility options for Downtown workers and visitors.
Philanthropic Grants and Sponsorships can be raised to help fund public art, other capital projects
and special events.

The remainder of this Management Plan provides details on the proposed structure and use of PBID
assessments.
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IV.

IMPROVEMENT & ACTIVITY PLAN FOR PBID RENEWAL

A.

PBID Boundaries

Existing PBID Boundaries: The
existing PBID district
encompasses the core of the
Downtown area along the
Shattuck Avenue corridor
bounded roughly by Delaware
Street to the north,
Oxford/Fulton Streets to the east,
Dwight Way to the south and
Martin Luther King Jr. Way to the
west.
Benefit Zones: Two benefit
zones provide two different levels
of service. The benefits are
delineated as follows:
•

•

•
•

The Premium Service Area,
which includes Downtown’s
core and the area of highest
intensity of use, provides a
higher frequency of
environmental
enhancements.
The Standard Service Area,
which includes areas on the
periphery of the core to the
north, west and south, offers
a lower frequency of
environmental
enhancements.
Commercial properties in both service areas equally benefit from and pay for economic
enhancements.
A third benefit zone is proposed for the three blocks added along Shattuck Avenue between
Dwight Way and Carleton Street. This area will receive the Standard level of services from the
Downtown PBID; however, this area is also located in the City’s Adeline Planning Area. A new PBID
may be formed within the Adeline Planning Area within the next ten years. If a new PBID is formed,
property owners within the South Shattuck Benefit Zone may opt out of the Downtown PBID and
become part of a new PBID.

Expansion Areas: Two areas for expanded service within the Standard Benefit Zone were evaluated in
the PBID renewal process and are recommended to be added to the Downtown PBID. These areas
include:
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•
•

One block west along the University Avenue corridor between Martin Luther King Jr. Way and
Grant Street.
Three blocks south along the Shattuck Avenue corridor between Dwight Way and Carleton Street.

A map of the proposed renewed district boundary is provided above and a more detailed map with
specific parcel lines will be provided upon request.
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B.

Work Program

The work program aims to deliver on the core purpose of the PBID is to create and sustain a vibrant and
prosperous City Center by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Producing a consistently clean, welcoming, and attractive Downtown experience,
Attracting and retaining new businesses,
Cultivating a fun and vibrant Downtown “living room”,
Enhancing property values, sales, and occupancies, and
Helping Downtown businesses compete locally and regionally.

Services are bundled into two primary activity centers: Environmental and Economic Enhancements.
The Environment services include efforts to make Downtown clean and welcoming. Plus this activity
area includes resources for beautification and “placemaking”, defined as capital improvements,
landscaping and programming to make Downtown more attractive and active. Economy
enhancements include a variety of initiatives aimed to improve the Downtown business climate,
including support for local businesses, attracting new investment, strengthening Downtown’s arts and
culture niche, and marketing and communications to promote all PBID services and improve
Downtown’s overall image.
ENVIRONMENTAL ENHANCEMENTS
Cleaning & Hospitality Ambassadors:
To respond to stakeholder priorities and guiding principles to make Downtown both more welcoming,
clean and beautiful, the PBID funded Ambassador program will be strengthened moving forward.
In Downtown Berkeley, the Ambassador program has been a critical element to stabilize streets. Key
accomplishments over the past year include:
Cleaning & Landscaping: 2014
8,959 bills/stickers removed
7,660 graffiti tags removed
3,982 hazardous waste clean-up
202 block faces power-washed
458 public fixtures painted
103,353 pounds of trash picked up (51.6 tons!)
8,695 trash cans leveled off
175 succulents planted
3,165 tree wells weeded
842 block faces weeded

Hospitality Services: 2014
13,104 business contacts
24,096 hospitality assistance
10,747 maps/information distributed
951 referrals to shelters/resources
6,926 street population contacts
2,242 assistance requested by businesses
206 requests for fire/police/EMS
923 safety escorts
324 safety hazards reported
2,894 contacts with trespassers/loiterers

Despite the progress to-date from the Ambassador program, challenges remain. California’s prolonged
drought conditions are requiring new approaches and equipment to replace less expensive practices
that relied on the unrestricted use of water. Plus, permissive civic attitudes that tolerate street
populations and disruptive behaviors have led to more intimidation and less comfort on streets. On
behalf of Downtown business and property owners, the PBID and DBA continue to search for
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compassionate solutions and partnerships that will restore more orderly conduct, and create a
welcoming environment for everyone.
The Management Plan provides for an increase in funding for Cleaning and Hospitality Ambassadors to
allow for increases in program labor costs. Estimated deployment of Ambassadors is anticipated as
follows:
Maintenance Frequencies
Maintenance F.T.E.
Average Weekly Coverage
Litter removal/pan & broom
Detail cleaning of public amenities
Graffiti removal
Weed removal
Pressure washing/spot cleaning
Pressure washing/scheduled cleaning

Premium
Standard
272 hours per week (approximately 6.8 F.T.E.)
7 days/week
5 days/week
Twice per day
Once per day
Twice per day
Once per day
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Four times per year
Two times per year

Hospitality Ambassadors
Ambassadors F.T.E.
Coverage in All Areas

Premium
Standard
272 hours per week (approximately 6.8 F.T.E.)
7 days/week
5 days/week
8 to 16 hours
6 to 8 hours
Foot patrols
Foot patrols
4 rounds per shift
2 rounds per shift
6 per shift
3 per shift
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

Primary method of coverage
Patrol rounds
Business contacts
Visitor contacts
Outreach with street populations
Reporting

Deployment of Cleaning and Hospitality Services: Cleaning and hospitality services will continue to
be deployed in each of two “benefit zones” within the PBID:
•

Premium Service Zone: The Premium Service Zone includes areas of highest pedestrian
activity where demands for clean and safe services are greatest. The service plan anticipates
that service deployment frequencies within the premium service zone will be approximately
double the remainder of the PBID – from the number of ambassadors to the frequency of
sidewalk cleaning, and are reflected in the rate schedule.

•

Standard Service Zone: The remaining areas of the PBID encompassed by the Standard
Service Zone have less pedestrian activity, and demands for cleaning and hospitality services
are generally lower. Service frequencies within the standard service zone are approximately
half the frequency of services in the premium service zone, and are reflected in the rate
schedule.
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Beautification and Placemaking
In addition to the Clean and Safe program, PBID environmental enhancements include funds to invest
in highly visible improvements that will add to the attractiveness of public spaces throughout
downtown. Beautification and Placemaking improvements may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landscaping, planters, hanging flower baskets and other green elements.
Seasonal holiday decorations and banners.
Cosmetic capital improvements, including street furniture, information kiosks, pedestrian lighting
and other amenities.
Wayfinding and directional signage to help visitors navigate through downtown.
Temporary and permanent public art installations.
Installation of bicycle racks and other amenities to encourage bicycle use.
Promote the installation and use of bike-share, car-share and other innovative mobility options.
Programming of public spaces, such as BART Plaza.
Planning and design processes to improve public spaces throughout the Downtown.
Other improvements as determined year-to-year by the DBA board of directors.

Environmental enhancements account for 70.4% of the annual PBID budget.
ECONOMIC ENHANCEMENTS
A comprehensive economic vitality program has been included as a key component of the Downtown
PBID. The prior management plan was designed during a period of economic recession, hence
activities initially aimed to proactively work on filling office and retail vacancies with targeted
businesses, compete with other East Bay commercial districts, and bring more visitors and shoppers to
Downtown Berkeley.
Given a more favorable economic climate, and acknowledging demographic and lifestyle trends that
are supportive of continued investment in downtowns, the areas of for economic enhancements have
expanded as outlined in the Strategic Plan to include:
•

Business Support and Innovation: Downtown is first and foremost a center for commerce
providing both primary jobs and retail. For retail, downtown will aim to strengthen its existing
offerings and position for local unique dining and shopping. The PBID will fund efforts aimed at
attracting new tenants and investment and promote continued mixed use development that
includes retail, office, housing and cultural uses. Downtown has an opportunity to expand its
profile as a regional center for technology and innovation through partnerships between the
business community and the University of California.

•

Arts, Culture, Entertainment: Advance Downtown Berkeley’s evolution as a regional destination
for arts, culture and entertainment. Downtown has a rich and varied collection of arts and cultural
venues. The Berkeley Repertory Theater is one of the most acclaimed community theaters in the
nation. A new world class art museum is being opened by the University of California. Other
venues, featuring both live and visual arts, restaurants and other entertainment options, and
sprinkled throughout the Downtown. Arts, culture and entertainment creates a differential
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advantage for Downtown and adds to the quality of life for Berkeley residents. The PBID will
provide leadership and programs to enhance Downtown’s image as a unique arts and cultural
destination.
•

Parking and Transit Management: Improve the parking experience to support Downtown
commerce and living. Parking is part of the economic “infrastructure” that is essential to continued
vitality of Downtown. It is also the first and last impression of the Downtown experience for many.
Downtown Berkeley features one of the busiest BART stations slated for a major redo, and is also
major hub for AC Transit. While the DBA supports a growing variety of transit and mobility options
(train, bus, bike, bike-share, pedestrian), there are still many employers, businesses and institutions
that require parking. Businesses and institutions that attract visitors from beyond the region’s
transit network are particularly reliant on safe, clean and easy to use parking. The PBID will support
efforts to improve parking management in the Downtown, including additional parking supply to
support the growth of all business, arts and cultural sectors, and information systems that improve
the customer experience.

•

Marketing and Communications: Marketing and communications efforts will be strengthened to
support all components of the PBID Management Plan. Marcom related to environment services
will create awareness of cleaning, hospitality, beautification and placemaking changes being made
to improve the Downtown, and promote the vision designed by the Downtown community and
inspire stakeholder engagement. Marcom related to the economy portion of the work program
will: advance the image and branding of the Downtown; highlight the unique startup innovation
and arts, culture and entertainment character of the Downtown; attract new and returning visitors
to Downtown to live, work, eat, drink, play, engage, and be inspired; support new investment
opportunities for retail, office and housing; and promote easy and affordable access via transit and
parking to the Downtown.

•

Leadership: The PBID will support research and community education efforts that help to evaluate
the impacts of policies and issues on the Downtown business and investment climate. The PBID
will support efforts to advance policies that improve Downtown’s overall quality of life and
economic and cultural vitality.

Economic enhancements account for 16.5% of the annual PBID budget.
MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION & RESERVE
Like any business, the PBID requires a professional staff to properly manage programs, communicate
with stakeholders and provide leadership. To reduce administrative costs, increase leveraging of funds
and avoid duplication of enhanced services, this plan anticipates that the day-to-day services financed
by the PBID will continue to be managed by the Downtown Berkeley Association. PBID funds can be
further leveraged by sponsorships from special events, contracts, grants, parking meter revenues and
earned income.
Administrative costs include:
• Accounting and annual financial review and/or audit
• Insurance
• Program support costs including supplies, equipment and rent
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•
•

County PBID assessment collection fee, estimated at 1.4% of total assessments
Other administration costs associated with the overhead and administrative support of programs.

A reserve is also budgeted to provide a contingency for unforeseen program needs and to provide a
cushion for assessment delinquencies. Reserve funds can also be utilized to pay for costs associated
with PBID renewal.
13.0% of the PBID budget is allocated to support management, administration and reserve.
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C.

Plan Budgets

The total improvement and activity plan budget for the first year of the district is projected at
$1,521,788 with the following components:

Budget Assumptions
Environmental Enhancements
Cleaning & Hospitality Program
Beautification & Placemaking
Administration: Environment
Total Environment
Economic Enhancements
Marketing, Business Support, Etc.
Administration: Economy
Total Economy
TOTAL

PBID
Budget

Less:
General
Benefit

Assessment
TOTAL

922,903
149,256
160,824
1,232,983

13,991
0
2,099
16,090

908,912
149,256
158,725
1,216,893

251,248
37,556
288,805
1,521,788

0
0
0
16,090

251,248
37,556
288,805
1,505,696

Non-assessment funding will need to be raised to cover the cost associated with general benefits from
services.
Ten Year Operating Budget
A projected 10-year operating budget for the Downtown Berkeley PBID is provided on the following
page. Projections for the budget are based upon the following assumptions:
•

Total program revenue increases no more than 5% per year, the maximum allowed under the
proposed annual budget adjustment to respond to increases in the consumer price index and other
program costs. Actual budgets may not increase 5% as determined by the DBA, which is the
Owner’s Association for the Downtown Berkeley PBID.

•

Revenues for specific activities within the general activity categories (i.e. Environmental
Enhancements and Economic Enhancements) may be reallocated among specific activities from
year to year based upon district needs and budgets developed by the DBA board of directors.
Revenues may not be moved between the Environmental and Economic Enhancement categories.
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Downtown Berkeley PBID:
Ten Year Operating Budget & Maximum Assessments
(Prepared by Progressive Urban Management Associates, May 30, 2016)

Assumption:
Assessment rates increase by a maximum of 5% each year.
Actual adjustments may be lower as determined by the Downtown Berkeley Association board of directors.

ESTIMATED TEN YEAR OPERATING BUDGET
Activity

Year 3

Year 4

Year 6

1,303,216
305,394
241,132

1,368,377
320,663
253,189

Year 7

Year 8

Year 10

Year 2

Environmental Enhancements
Economic Enhancements
Management & Administration

1,072,159
251,248
198,380

1,125,767
263,810
208,299

TOTAL

1,521,787 1,597,876 1,677,770 1,761,659 1,849,742 1,942,229 2,039,340 2,141,307 2,248,372 2,360,791

1,182,055 1,241,158
277,001
290,851
218,714
229,650

Year 5

Year 9

Year 1

1,436,796 1,508,635 1,584,067 1,663,271
336,696
353,531
371,208
389,768
265,848
279,141
293,098
307,752

MAXIMUM ANNUAL ASSESSMENT RATES: Per Square Foot of Lot + Building

•

Premium: Commercial
Standard: Commercial
Premium: Residential
Standard: Residential
Premium: Tax-Exempt/Government
Standard: Tax-Exempt/Government

Year 1
0.2232
0.1398
0.1668
0.0834
0.1251
0.0626

Year 2
0.2344
0.1468
0.1751
0.0876
0.1314
0.0657

Year 3
0.2461
0.1541
0.1839
0.0919
0.1379
0.0690

Year 4
0.2584
0.1618
0.1931
0.0965
0.1448
0.0725

Year 5
0.2713
0.1699
0.2027
0.1014
0.1521
0.0761

Year 6
0.2849
0.1784
0.2129
0.1064
0.1597
0.0799

Year 7
0.2991
0.1873
0.2235
0.1118
0.1676
0.0839

Year 8
0.3141
0.1967
0.2347
0.1174
0.1760
0.0881

Year 9
0.3298
0.2065
0.2464
0.1232
0.1848
0.0925

Year 10
0.3463
0.2169
0.2588
0.1294
0.1941
0.0971
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V.

ASSESSMENTS

A.

Assessment Methodology

To develop the PBID assessment methodology, the consulting team includes Kristin Lowell Inc., a
certified engineer. Additional information and justification for the assessment methods and
adjustments are provided in the Engineer’s Report, prepared by Kristin Lowell Inc. and provided as an
Exhibit to the Management Plan.
Service benefits are distributed to lot and building square footage through a “cost allocation” approach
— the costs of specific services are allocated to the assessment variables that benefit most from
services. Lot and building square footage are the key variables for the assessment methodology:
•

Lot Square Footage: Lot square footage is utilized to assess the benefit of services to the ground
level of properties.

•

Building Square Footage: Building square footage is utilized to assess the benefit from services to
buildings, including tenants, residents and employees.

Service benefits are greater to ground floor uses since services will make sidewalks and the public realm
cleaner, safer and more attractive. Acknowledging these greater benefits, the sum of lot plus building
will effectively place more emphasis on the ground level of buildings.
Property Use Considerations: The methodology provides the following treatments for property used
exclusively for residential, nonprofit and government, and parking structures:
•

Treatment of Residential Property: Residential uses will fully benefit from environmental
enhancement services and will pay a full share of these services; however, economic enhancement
services will not benefit residential uses and the residential rate is adjusted accordingly. The
residential portion of commercial and mixed-use parcels with residential uses will be subject to the
adjusted residential assessment rate.

•

Assessment Policy on Nonprofit & Governmental Properties: Properties that are exempt from
property tax, including educational and governmental institutions, and nonprofit organizations
(e.g. faith-based, low income housing, cultural, community services, etc.), will not benefit from
increased commercial activity resulting from PBID services and thereby will receive reduced
benefits from PBID services. An owner of real property located within the PBID boundaries may
reduce their assessment if ALL of the following conditions are met:

1. The property owner is a nonprofit corporation that has obtained federal tax exemption under
Internal Revenue Code section 501c3 or California franchise tax-exemption under the Revenue and
Taxation Code Section 23701d.
2. The class or category of real property has been granted an exemption, in whole or in part, from real
property taxation.
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3. The nonprofit or governmental property owner occupies a majority of building square footage
within the subject property.
4. The property owner makes the request in writing to the City of Berkeley prior to the submission of
the PBID assessment rolls to the Alameda County Assessor (to accommodate periodic changes in
ownership or use, on or before July 1 of each year), accompanied by documentation of the taxexempt status of the property owner and the class or category of real property.
5. The City of Berkeley may verify the documentation of tax-exempt status and classification of the
property for assessment purposes prior to submitting the assessments to the County Assessor.
If ALL of these conditions are met, the amount of the PBID assessment to be levied will be for
three-quarters (75%) of the environmental enhancement services.
•

Treatment of Parking Structures: Parking structures receive different levels of benefit from PBID
improvements and services based upon their use and ownership. Parking structures will be subject
to one of the following methodologies:

a. Parking structure square footage that is integrated within and/or dedicated to a building, has the
same ownership as the building, and the building has uses in addition to parking where parking is
just an ancillary use, does not receive benefit from the PBID services and therefore square footage
of the parking structure will not be assessed.
b. Stand-alone parking structures that are not ancillary to a building, will receive the full benefit from
PBID improvements and activities and will be assessed at standard assessment rates.

B.

Calculation of Assessments

The preceding methodology is applied to a database that has been constructed by the Downtown
Berkeley Association and the City of Berkeley. Property data is first obtained from the Alameda County
Assessor's Office through the City of Berkeley. A list of properties included in the PBID is provided
within the Appendix.
Benefit Zone Adjustments: The assessments are adjusted to reflect anticipated service frequencies
within each of two benefit zones:
•
•
•

The Premium Service Area, which includes the core of the PBID, provides a higher frequency of
environmental enhancements.
The Standard Service Area, which includes areas on the periphery to the north, west and
south, including the South Shattuck Benefit Zone, offers a lower frequency of environmental
enhancements.
Commercial properties in both service areas will equally benefit from economic enhancements.

The resulting assessment calculation by service and benefit zone follows:
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Assessment by Service
Environmental Enhancements: Premium
Environmental Enhancements: Standard
Economic Enhancements

Per Sq.Ft. of
Lot + Building per Year
$ 0.1668
$ 0.0834
$ 0.0564

Total Estimated Assessments: Based upon the methodology, property data and the proposed PBID
budget, approximate lot and building assessments are calculated. Assessments will not exceed the
following amounts during the first year of the renewed PBID:
Benefit Zone/Property Type
Premium: Commercial
Standard: Commercial
Premium: Residential
Standard: Residential
Premium: Nonprofit/Government
Standard: Nonprofit/Government

C.

Per sq.ft. of
Lot + Building per Year
$ 0.2232
$ 0.1398
$ 0.1668
$ 0.0834
$ 0.1251
$ 0.0626

Assessment Adjustments

Annual Adjustment: Assessment rates may be adjusted for annual changes in the Bay Area Consumer
Price Index (CPI) for all urban consumers and/or other changes in programs costs, not to exceed 5%.
Actual annual adjustments may range from 0% to 5%. Assessment rates will not exceed the levels
shown in the Ten Year Operating Budget and Maximum Assessment exhibit.
Budget Process: A balanced budget approach is utilized to develop each annual budget within the
constraints of the assessment rates. Any annual budget surplus or deficit is tracked by program. Prior
year surpluses may be used as deemed necessary by the DBA board of directors based on the
allocations described in the Management District Plan.
General Benefit Adjustment: The Downtown Berkeley PBID’s Engineer’s Report has found that the
PBID may provide general benefit (i.e. benefits to the general public or surrounding properties) that is
intangible and unquantifiable. To account for any general benefit an adjustment has been established.
Accordingly, $16,090 must be funded by non-assessment revenue in the first year of the PBID, and a
proportional amount in subsequent years. A detailed analysis is provided in Engineer’s Report,
attached as Exhibit A.
Time and Manner for Collecting Assessments: As provided by state law, the Downtown Berkeley
PBID assessment appears as a separate line item on annual property tax bills prepared by Alameda
County. Property tax bills are distributed in the fall and payment is expected by lump sum or
installment. Existing laws for enforcement and appeal of property taxes apply to PBID assessments.
Disestablishment: State law provides for the disestablishment of a PBID pursuant to an annual review
process. Each year that the PBID is in existence, there will be a 30-day period during which the property
owners will have the opportunity to request disestablishment of the District. This 30-day period begins
each year on the anniversary day that the district was first established by City Council. Within that 3021

day period, if a written petition is submitted by the owners of real property who pay more than 50
percent (50%) of the assessments levied, the PBID may be disestablished. The City Council will hold a
public hearing on disestablishing the PBID prior to actually doing so.
Issuance of Bonds: No bonds or other bonded debt is to be issued to finance activities and
improvements envisioned in the Management District Plan. If the DBA decides to issue bonds or other
bonded debt in the future that increases the term and/or assessment rates set in this Plan, revisions to
the Management Plan will require new petition and mail ballot procedures.

VI.

GOVERNANCE

The Downtown Berkeley Association (DBA), a 501(c)6 California nonprofit corporation, will continue to
be the Owner’s Association and governing board for the renewed PBID. The role of the Owner’s
Association is consistent with similar PBIDs and downtown management organizations throughout
California and the nation. The Owner’s Association determines budgets, assessment adjustments and
monitor service delivery. As part of the Management Plan, the DBA, working as the Owner’s
Association, oversees the delivery of day-to-day PBID services in order to:
•
•
•
•

Reduce overall administrative costs of the PBID;
Leverage PBID funds with other resources, programs and capabilities provided by the Downtown
Berkeley Association;
Eliminate the potential for duplication of enhanced services and activities;
Ensure that Downtown is represented by a unified voice.

Pursuant to the State of California PBID legislation, the DBA, when conducting PBID business, is
subject to disclosure and notification guidelines set by the Ralph M. Brown Act and California Public
Records Act.
The DBA has configured its board of directors to represent all benefit zones within the PBID. The goal
and spirit of the board’s composition is to have a majority of Downtown property owners, but also
include representatives from downtown businesses, nonprofit organizations, residents, educational
institutions and governments that pay PBID assessments.
Board members are selected through a nominating process that invites all stakeholders to participate.
A nominating committee develops an annual slate of board nominations, and nominations are voted on
at an annual meeting of PBID ratepayers.
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ENGINEER’S STATEMENT
This Report is prepared pursuant to Article XIIID of the California State Constitution (Proposition
218) and the State of California Property and Business Improvement District Law of 1994 as
amended.
The Downtown Berkeley Property-Based Business Improvement District (the “PBID”) will provide
funding for enhanced maintenance, safety, beautification and marketing activities, above and
beyond those provided by the City of Berkeley. Every individual assessed parcel within the PBID
receives special benefit from the activities identified under Section B of this Report. Only those
individual assessed parcels within the PBID receive the special benefit of the proposed activities;
parcels contiguous to and outside the PBID and the public at large may receive a general benefit,
as outlined in Section E. The cost to provide general benefits, if any, will be funded from sources
other than special assessments.
The duration of the proposed PBID is ten (10) years, commencing January 1, 2017 and continuing
through December 31, 2026.
An estimated budget for the PBID improvements and activities is set forth in Section D. The
annual budget may increase no more than 5% per year consistent with the increase in consumer
price index (CPI) and increases in program costs. The determination of annual budget
adjustments and assessment rates will be subject to the review and approval of the board of
directors for the Downtown Berkeley Association (DBA). Funding for the PBID improvements and
activities shall be derived from a property-based assessment of each specially benefitted parcel
in the PBID. A detailed description of the methodology for determining the proportional special
benefit each individual assessable parcel receives from the activities and the assessment for each
parcel is set forth in Section F.
I hereby certify to the best of my professional knowledge that each of the identified assessable
parcels located within the PBID will receive a special benefit over and above the benefits
conferred to those parcels outside of the PBID boundary and to the public at large, and that the
amount of the proposed special assessment is proportional to, and no greater than the special
benefits received.

Respectfully submitted,

Terrance E. Lowell, P.E.
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SECTION A: LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL REVIEW
Property and Business Improvement District Law of 1994

The Property and Business Improvement District Law of 1994 (the “State Law”) is the legislation
that authorizes the City to levy assessments upon real property for the purposes of providing
improvements and activities that specially benefit each individual assessed parcel in the PBID.
The purpose of the PBID is to encourage commerce, investment, and business activities. In order
to meet these goals PBIDs typically fund activities and improvements, such as enhanced safety
and cleaning. Unlike other assessment districts which fund the construction of public capital
improvements or maintenance thereof, PBIDs provide activities and improvements “to promote
the economic revitalization and physical maintenance of the business districts of its cities in order
to create jobs, attract new businesses, and prevent the erosion of the business districts.” (Streets
and Highways Code Section 36601(b)). The improvements and activities funded through the PBID
are over and above those already provided by the City within the PBID’s boundaries. Each of the
PBID activities or improvements is intended to increase building occupancy and lease rates, to
encourage new business development, attract businesses that serve the community, and improve
the quality of life.
Specifically, the State Law defines “Improvements” and “Activities” as follows:
"Improvement" means the acquisition, construction, installation, or maintenance of any
tangible property with an estimated useful life of five years…” 1
"Activities" means, but is not limited to, all of the following:
(a) Promotion of public events which benefit businesses or real property in the district.
(b) Furnishing of music in any public place within the district.
(c) Promotion of tourism within the district.
(d) Marketing and economic development, including retail retention and recruitment.
(e) Providing safety, sanitation, graffiti removal, street and sidewalk cleaning, and
other municipal services supplemental to those normally provided by the municipality.
(f) Activities which benefit businesses and real property located in the district.2

Article XIIID of the State Constitution

In 1996, California voters approved Proposition 218, codified in part as Article XIIID of the State
Constitution. Among other requirements, Article XIIID changes the way local agencies enact local
taxes and levy assessments on real property. It states, in relevant part, that:
(a) An agency which proposes to levy an assessment shall identify all parcels which will
have a special benefit conferred upon them and upon which an assessment will be
imposed. The proportionate special benefit derived by each identified parcel shall be
determined in relationship to the entirety of the capital cost of a public improvement, the
maintenance and operation expenses of a public improvement, or the cost of the property
related service being provided. No assessment shall be imposed on any parcel which
exceeds the reasonable cost of the proportional special benefit conferred on that parcel.
Only special benefits are assessable, and an agency shall separate the general benefits
1
2

California Streets and Highways Code, Section 36610.
California Streets and Highways Code, Section 36613.
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from the special benefits conferred on a parcel. Parcels within a district that are owned or
used by any agency, the State of California or the United States shall not be exempt from
assessment unless the agency can demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that
those publicly owned parcels in fact receive no special benefit.
(b) All assessments shall be supported by a detailed engineer's report prepared by a
registered professional engineer certified by the State of California.3
"Special benefit" means a particular and distinct benefit over and above general benefits
conferred on real property located in the district or to the public at large. General
enhancement of property value does not constitute "special benefit."4

Judicial Guidance

Since the enactment of Article XIIID, the courts have rendered opinions regarding various aspects
of Article XIIID. The notable portions of cases that apply to assessment districts in general and
this PBID in particular are noted below.
“The engineer’s report describes the services to be provided by the PBID [i.e. the PBID];
(1) security, (2) streetscape maintenance (e.g., street sweeping, gutter cleaning, graffiti
removal), and (3) marketing, promotion, and special events. They are all services over and
above those already provided by the City within the boundaries of the PBID. And they are
particular and distinct benefits to be provided only to the properties within the PBID, not to
the public at large—they ‘affect the assessed property in a way that is particular and distinct
from [their] effect on other parcels and that real property in general and the public at large
do not share.’” 5
“…separating the general from the special benefits of a public improvement project and
estimating the quantity of each in relation to the other is essential if an assessment is to be
limited to the special benefits.” 6
“…the agency must determine or approximate the percentage of the total benefit conferred
by the service or improvement that will be enjoyed by the general public and deduct that
percentage of the total cost of the service or improvement from the special assessment
levied against the specially benefitted property owners.” 7
“…even minimal general benefits must be separated from special benefits and quantified
so that the percentage of the cost of services and improvements representing general
benefits, however slight, can be deducted from the amount of the cost assessed against
specially benefitting properties.” 8
The contents of this Engineer’s Report are prepared in compliance with the above noted
authorizing legislation, the State Constitution and the judicial opinions.

Section 4, Article XIIID of the State Constitution.
Section 2 (i), Article XIIID of the State Constitution.
5 Dahms v. Downtown Pomona Property and Business Improvement District (2009) 174 Cal.App. 4th 708,
722.
6 Beutz v. County of Riverside (2010) 184 Cal. App. 4th 1516, 1532.
7 Golden Hill Neighborhood Association, Inc. v. City of San Diego (2011) 199 Cal.App. 4th 416, 438.
8 Golden Hill Neighborhood Association, Inc. v. City of San Diego (2011) 199 Cal.App. 4th 416, 439.
3
4
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SECTION B: IMPROVEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The Downtown Berkeley PBID Steering Committee collectively determined the priority for
improvements and activities to be delivered by the business improvement district. The primary
needs as determined by the property owners are both Environmental and Economic
Enhancements. The Environmental Enhancements include activities such as maintenance,
public safety, placemaking, and beautification. Economic Enhancements include activities such
as local business support, marketing, arts entertainment, and parking management. Specifically,
the PBID shall provide the following activities.

Environmental Enhancements

Cleaning & Hospitality Ambassadors
To respond to stakeholder priorities and guiding principles to make Downtown both more
welcoming, clean and beautiful, the PBID funded Ambassador program will be strengthened
moving forward. It provides for an increase in funding for Cleaning and Hospitality Ambassadors
to allow for increases in program labor costs.
Estimated deployment of Ambassadors is
anticipated as follows:
Maintenance Frequencies
Maintenance F.T.E.
Average Weekly Coverage
Litter removal/pan & broom
Detail cleaning of public amenities
Graffiti removal
Weed removal
Pressure washing/spot cleaning
Pressure washing/scheduled cleaning
Hospitality Ambassadors
Ambassadors F.T.E.
Coverage in All Areas
Primary method of coverage
Patrol rounds
Business contacts
Visitor contacts
Outreach with street populations
Reporting

Premium
Standard
272 hours per week (approximately 6.8
F.T.E.)
7 days/week
5 days/week
Twice per day
Once per day
Twice per day
Once per day
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Daily as needed
Four times per year Two times per year
Premium
Standard
272 hours per week (approximately 6.8
F.T.E.)
7 days/week
5 days/week
8 to 16 hours
6 to 8 hours
Foot patrols
Foot patrols
4 rounds per shift
2 rounds per shift
6 per shift
3 per shift
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

Deployment of Cleaning and Hospitality Services: Cleaning and hospitality services will
continue to be deployed in each of two “benefit zones” within the PBID:


Premium Service Zone: The Premium Service Zone includes areas of highest
pedestrian activity where demands for clean and safe services are greatest. The service
plan anticipates that service deployment frequencies within the premium service zone will
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be approximately double the remainder of the PBID – from the number of ambassadors
to the frequency of sidewalk cleaning, and are reflected in the rate schedule.


Standard Service Zone: The remaining areas of the PBID encompassed by the Standard
Service Zone have less pedestrian activity, and demands for cleaning and hospitality
services are generally lower. Service frequencies within the standard service zone are
approximately half the frequency of services in the premium service zone, and are
reflected in the rate schedule.

Beautification and Placemaking
In addition to the Clean and Safe program, PBID environmental enhancements include funds to
invest in highly visible improvements that will add to the attractiveness of public spaces throughout
downtown. Beautification and Placemaking improvements may include:











Landscaping, planters, hanging flower baskets and other green elements.
Seasonal holiday decorations and banners.
Cosmetic capital improvements, including street furniture, information kiosks, pedestrian
lighting and other amenities.
Wayfinding and directional signage to help visitors navigate through downtown.
Temporary and permanent public art installations.
Installation of bicycle racks and other amenities to encourage bicycle use.
Promote the installation and use of bike-share, car-share and other innovative mobility
options.
Programming of public spaces, such as BART Plaza.
Planning and design processes to improve public spaces throughout the Downtown.
Other improvements as determined year-to-year by the DBA board of directors.

ECONOMIC ENHANCEMENTS

A comprehensive economic vitality program has been included as a key component of the
Downtown PBID. The prior management plan was designed during a period of economic
recession, hence activities initially aimed to proactively work on filling office and retail vacancies
with targeted businesses, compete with other East Bay commercial districts, and bring more
visitors and shoppers to Downtown Berkeley.
Given a more favorable economic climate, and acknowledging demographic and lifestyle trends
that are supportive of continued investment in downtowns, the areas of for economic
enhancements have expanded as outlined in the Strategic Plan to include:


Business Support and Innovation: Downtown is first and foremost a center for commerce
providing both primary jobs and retail. For retail, downtown will aim to strengthen its existing
offerings and position for local unique dining and shopping. The PBID will fund efforts aimed
at attracting new tenants and investment and promote continued mixed use development that
includes retail, office, housing and cultural uses. Downtown has an opportunity to expand its
profile as a regional center for technology and innovation through partnerships between the
business community and the University of California.
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Arts, Culture, Entertainment: Advance Downtown Berkeley’s evolution as a regional
destination for arts, culture and entertainment. Downtown has a rich and varied collection of
arts and cultural venues. The Berkeley Repertory Theater is one of the most acclaimed
community theaters in the nation. A new world class art museum is being opened by the
University of California. Other venues, featuring both live and visual arts, restaurants and
other entertainment options, and sprinkled throughout the Downtown. Arts, culture and
entertainment creates a differential advantage for Downtown and adds to the quality of life for
Berkeley residents. The PBID will provide leadership and programs to enhance Downtown’s
image as a unique arts and cultural destination.



Parking and Transit Management: Improve the parking experience to support Downtown
commerce and living. Parking is part of the economic “infrastructure” that is essential to
continued vitality of Downtown. It is also the first and last impression of the Downtown
experience for many. Downtown Berkeley features one of the busiest BART stations slated
for a major redo, and is also major hub for AC Transit. While the DBA supports a growing
variety of transit and mobility options (train, bus, bike, bike-share, pedestrian), there are still
many employers, businesses and institutions that require parking. Businesses and institutions
that attract visitors from beyond the region’s transit network are particularly reliant on safe,
clean and easy to use parking. The PBID will support efforts to improve parking management
in the Downtown, including additional parking supply to support the growth of all business,
arts and cultural sectors, and information systems that improve the customer experience.



Marketing and Communications:
Marketing and communications efforts will be
strengthened to support all components of the PBID Management Plan. Marcom related to
environment services will create awareness of cleaning, hospitality, beautification and
placemaking changes being made to improve the Downtown, and promote the vision
designed by the Downtown community and inspire stakeholder engagement. Marcom related
to the economy portion of the work program will: advance the image and branding of the
Downtown; highlight the unique startup innovation and arts, culture and entertainment
character of the Downtown; attract new and returning visitors to Downtown to live, work, eat,
drink, play, engage, and be inspired; support new investment opportunities for retail, office
and housing; and promote easy and affordable access via transit and parking to the
Downtown.



Leadership: The PBID will support research and community education efforts that help to
evaluate the impacts of policies and issues on the Downtown business and investment
climate. The PBID will support efforts to advance policies that improve Downtown’s overall
quality of life and economic and cultural vitality.

MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION & RESERVE

Like any business, the PBID requires a professional staff to properly manage programs,
communicate with stakeholders and provide leadership. To reduce administrative costs, increase
leveraging of funds and avoid duplication of enhanced services, this plan anticipates that the dayto-day services financed by the PBID will continue to be managed by the Downtown Berkeley
Association. PBID funds can be further leveraged by sponsorships from special events, contracts,
grants, parking meter revenues and earned income.
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Administrative costs include:
 Accounting and annual financial audit
 Insurance
 Program support costs including supplies, equipment and rent
 County PBID assessment collection fee, estimated at 1.4% of total assessments
 Other administration costs associated with the overhead and administrative support of
programs.
A reserve is also budgeted to provide a contingency for unforeseen program needs and to provide
a cushion for assessment delinquencies. Reserve funds can also be utilized to pay for costs
associated with PBID renewal.
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SECTION C: BENEFITTING PARCELS
PBID Boundary Description

Existing PBID Boundaries: The existing PBID district encompasses the core of the Downtown
area along the Shattuck Avenue corridor bounded roughly by Delaware Street to the north,
Oxford/Fulton Streets to the east, Dwight Way to the south and Martin Luther King Jr. Way to the
west.
Benefit Zones: Three benefit zones provide two different levels of service. The benefits are
delineated as follows:





The Premium Service Area, which includes Downtown’s core and the area of highest intensity
of use, provides a higher frequency of environmental enhancements.
The Standard Service Area, which includes areas on the periphery of the core to the north,
west and south, offers a lower frequency of environmental enhancements.
Commercial properties in both service areas equally benefit from and pay for economic
enhancements.
A third benefit zone is proposed for the three blocks added along Shattuck Avenue between
Dwight Way and Carlton Street. This area will receive the Standard level of services from the
Downtown PBID; however, this area is also located in the City’s Adeline Planning Area. A
new PBID may be formed within the Adeline Planning Area within the next ten years. If a new
PBID is formed, property owners within the South Shattuck Benefit Zone may opt out of the
Downtown PBID and become part of a new PBID.

Expansion Areas: Two areas for expanded service within the Standard Benefit Zone were
evaluated in the PBID renewal process and are recommended to be added to the Downtown
PBID. These areas include:



One block west along the University Avenue corridor between Martin Luther King Jr. Way and
Grant Street.
Three blocks south along the Shattuck Avenue corridor between Dwight Way and Carlton
Street.

A map of the proposed renewed district boundary is provided above and a more detailed map
with specific parcel lines will be provided upon request.
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SECTION D: PROPORTIONAL BENEFITS
Methodology

Article XIIID Section 4(a) of the State Constitution states that “The proportionate special benefit
derived by each identified parcel shall be determined in relationship to the entirety of the capital
cost of the public improvement, the maintenance and operation expenses of a public
improvement, or the cost of the property related service being provided.”
Determining the proportionate special benefit among the parcels of real property within the
proposed assessment district which benefit from the proposed improvements, services, and
activities is the result of a four-step process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Defining the proposed activities,
Determining which parcels specially benefit from the proposed activities,
Determining the amount of special benefit each parcel receives,
Determining the proportional special benefit a parcel receives in relation to the amount of
special benefit all other parcels in the PBID receive.

Each identified parcel within the PBID will be assessed based upon each parcel’s unique
characteristics in relationship to all other specially benefitted parcels’ characteristics. Due to the
proportionate special benefits received by each parcel from the PBID services, each parcel will
be assessed a rate which is commensurate with the amount of special benefits received.

Special Benefit Factor

The method used to determine proportional special benefits are measured by each parcel’s lot
square footage plus building square footage. Each parcel’s proportional lot size and building
square footage represents each parcel’s proportional special benefit compared to other parcels
within each benefit zone. Lot square footage is relevant to the best use of a property and will
reflect the long term special benefit implications of the improvement district. Building square
footage is relevant to the interim use of a property and is utilized to measure short and mid-term
impacts. Service benefits are greater to ground floor uses since services will make sidewalks and
the public realm cleaner, safer and more attractive. Acknowledging these greater benefits, the
sum of lot plus building will effectively place more emphasis on the ground level of buildings.
Lot Square Footage Defined. Lot square footage is defined as the total amount of area within the
borders of the parcel. The borders of a parcel are defined on the County Assessor parcel maps.
Building Square Footage Defined. Building square footage is defined as gross building square
footage as determined by the outside measurements of a building.
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SECTION E: SPECIAL and GENERAL BENEFITS
State Law, Proposition 218, and judicial opinions require that assessments be levied according
to the estimated special benefit each assessed parcel receives from the activities and
improvements. Article XIIID Section 4(a) of the California Constitution in part states that “only
special benefits are assessable,” which requires that we separate the general benefits, if any,
from the special benefits provided by the proposed activities and improvements.
As of January 1, 2015, the State Legislature amended the State Law to clarify and define both
special benefit and general benefit as they relate to the improvements and activities these districts
provide. Specifically, the amendment (Section 36615.5 of the Streets and Highways Code)
defines special benefit as follows: “‘Special benefit’ means, for purposes of a property-based
district, a particular and distinct benefit over and above general benefits conferred on real property
located in a district or to the public at large. Special benefit includes incidental or collateral effects
that arise from the improvements, maintenance, or activities of property-based districts even if
those incidental or collateral effects benefit property or persons not assessed.”
In addition, the amendment (Section 36609.5 of the Streets and Highways Code) defines general
benefit as follows: “‘General benefit’ means, for purposes of a property-based district, any benefit
that is not a ‘special benefit’ as defined in Section 36615.5.”
Furthermore, the amendment (Section 36601(h)(2)) states: “Activities undertaken for the purpose
of conferring special benefits upon property to be assessed inherently produce incidental or
collateral effects that benefit property or persons not assessed. Therefore, for special benefits to
exist as a separate and distinct category from general benefits, the incidental or collateral effects
of those special benefits are inherently part of those special benefits.”

Special Benefit Analysis

All special benefits derived from the assessments outlined in this report are for property related
activities directly benefiting each individual assessed parcel in the PBID. The special benefit must
affect the individual assessable parcel in a way that is particular and distinct from its effect on
other parcels, and that real property in general and the public at large do not share. No parcel’s
assessment shall be greater than the special benefits received.
Streets and Highways Code Section 36601(e) states that “Property and business improvement
districts formed throughout this state have conferred special benefits upon properties and
businesses within their districts, and have made those properties and businesses more useful by
providing the following benefits: (1) Crime reduction. A study by the Rand Corporation has
confirmed a 12-percent reduction in the incidence of robbery and an 8-percent reduction in the
total incidence of violent crimes within the 30 districts studied. (2) Job creation. (3) Business
attraction. (4) Business retention. (5) Economic growth. (6) New investments.
The PBID’s goal is to fund activities and improvements that provide a cleaner, safer, and more
attractive and economically vibrant environment as outlined in Section B. The goal of improving
the economic vitality is achieved by improving the safety, cleanliness, marketing, and appearance
of each specially benefitted parcel in an effort to increase commerce, to increase building
occupancy and lease rates, and to attract more customers, employees, tenants and investors.
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Each parcel will specially benefit from:








Cleaner and safer sidewalks, streets, and common areas
Real and perceived public safety improvements
Greater pedestrian traffic
Enhanced rental incomes
Improved business climate
New business and investment
Well managed programs and services

Specifically each parcel benefits from each of the PBID activities as defined below.
Hospitality Ambassadors
These enhanced ambassador activities make the area more attractive for businesses, customers,
residents, and ultimately private investment. When business location decisions are made, “lower
levels of public safety lead to increased uncertainty in decision making and can be perceived as
a signal of a socio-institutional environment unfavorable for investment. Uncertainty affects the
investment environment in general. But in particular, it increases the fear of physical damage to
investment assets (or to people) or their returns…Almost universally, places with lower crime
rates are perceived as more desirable”.9 Once economic investment occurs within the district,
pedestrian traffic and commercial activity will increase. The special benefit to assessed parcels
from these services is the likelihood of increased lease rates and tenant occupancy due to the
increase of commercial activity, and an increase in customers that follow from having a safer and
more welcoming environment.
Maintenance and Beautification
The maintenance and beautification activities benefit each assessed parcel within the PBID by
providing a clean and aesthetically appealing environment. This is achieved through sidewalk
sweeping and power washing, removing litter and graffiti, and trash removal. In addition, the
beautification activities benefit each assessed parcel by providing landscaping, holiday décor,
wayfinding signage, and capital improvements that will encourage bike and car sharing. These
activities create the environment needed to achieve the PBID goals.
Economic Activities
The myriad of the economic activities will specially benefit each assessed parcel by providing
business support and innovation, marketing the Downtown as an arts and entertainment district
and providing parking and transit management. This generates customer traffic which directly
relates to increases in commercial activity including residential serving businesses, filling of
vacant storefronts and offices, and ultimately increased lease rates for retail and office space.
Special Benefit Conclusion
Based on the special benefits each assessed parcel receives from the PBID activities, we
concluded that each of the proposed activities provides special benefits to the real property within
the district, and that each parcel’s assessment is in direct relationship to and no greater than the
special benefits received.

9

“Accelerating economic growth and vitality through smarter public safety management” IBM Global Business
Services Executive Report, September 2012, pg. 2
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The special benefit to parcels from the proposed PBID activities and improvements described in
this report is equal to or exceeds the total amount of the proposed assessment. Each individual
assessed parcel’s assessment is no greater than the special benefit it receives from the PBID
activities.

General Benefit Analysis

As required by the State Constitution Article XIIID Section 4(a), the general benefits of an
assessment district must be quantified and separated out so that the cost of the activities that are
attributed to general benefit are deducted from the cost assessed against each specially
benefitted parcel. General benefits are benefits from the PBID activities and improvements that
are not special in nature, are not “particular and distinct”, and are not over and above the benefits
that other parcels receive. This analysis will evaluate and determine the level of general benefits
that (1) parcels outside of the PBID, and (2) the public at large, may receive.
General Benefit to Parcels Outside of the PBID
All the PBID activities and improvements are provided solely to each of the individual assessed
parcels in the PBID boundary. Each of the PBID activities is provided to the public right-of-ways
(streets and sidewalks) adjacent to all specially benefitted parcels or tenants in the PBID. None
of the surrounding parcels will directly receive any of the PBID activities. Any benefits these
parcels may receive are incidental to providing special benefits to the assessed parcels, and thus
any cost associated to the incidental benefits are not reduced from the cost of providing special
benefit.
General Benefit to the Public At Large
In addition to general benefit analysis to the parcels outside of the PBID boundary, there may be
general benefits to the public at large, meaning those people that are either in the PBID boundary
and not specially benefitted from the activities, or people outside of the PBID boundary that may
benefit from the PBID activities. In the case of the PBID, the public at large are those people that
are within the PBID boundary that do not pay an assessment and do not specially benefit
(employees, tenants, and customers) from the PBID activities.
To help determine this, 6 business districts in Los Angeles (Historic Downtown, Leimert Park, Arts
District, Downtown Industrial, Fashion District, and Sherman Oaks) conducted intercept surveys.
These surveys determined the percentage of people that are within the district that are not
specially benefitted and did not engage in business activity. The six intercept surveys found that
on average 1.4% of the respondents were within the district boundary and not specially benefitted.
In the case of the Downtown Berkeley we use these survey results to then further quantify the
relative benefit the specially benefitted public and the general public may receive from the PBID
activities. The general public may appreciate the enhanced level of the clean and safe activities
as it passes through the District whether they are engaging in commerce or not. The specially
benefitted public receives 100% of the PBID activities and special benefit. The general public’s
relative benefit is less than the specially benefitted public, and based on the surveys discussed
above, that percentage is 1.4%. However, to be conservative, we apply a relative benefit
percentage of 2.5% to account for any potential difference between Los Angeles PBIDs and the
Downtown Berkeley PBID.
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We then apply the relative benefit percentage for the general public to the Clean and Safe
activities. The table below shows the budget for this and its respective percentage of the total
PBID budget. We then apply a relative benefit factor to this activity accounting for the potential
benefit the general public may receive. The relative benefit factor is then multiplied by the PBID
activity’s budget percentage to determine the overall benefit factor. The following table illustrates
this calculation.
A

B

C

D

E

PBID Activity

Budget
Amount

% of
Budget

General Benefit
Factor

General Benefit
Percent (B x C)

General Benefit
Allocation (A x D)

Clean and Safe

$922,903

60.64%

2.50%

1.52%

$13,991

This analysis indicates that $13,991 of this activity may be attributed to general benefit to the
public at large. In addition, we also apply the 1.52% general benefit percent to the administration
portion of this activity which equals $2,099. This equals a total general benefit to the public at
large of $16,090 which will be raised from sources other than special assessments.
Total General Benefits
Using the sum of the two measures of general benefit described above, we find that $16,090 or
1.05% of the total PBID budget may be general in nature and will be funded from sources other
than special assessments.
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SECTION F: COST ESTIMATE
2016 Operating Budget
The PBID’s operating budget takes into consideration:
1. The improvements and activities needed to provide special benefits to each individual
parcel within the PBID boundary (Section B),
2. The parcels that specially benefit from said improvements and activities (Section C), and
3. The costs associated with the special and general benefits conferred (Section E).
EXPENDITURES
Environment
Cleaning & Hospitality Program
Place Making & Beautification
Administration: Environment
Total Environment
Economy
Marketing, Business Support, Etc.
Administration: Economy
Total Economy
Total Expenditures
REVENUES
Assessment Revenues
Other Revenues (1)
Total Revenues

BUDGET

% of
Budget

$922,903
$149,256
$160,824
$1,232,983

60.64%
9.81%
10.57%
81.02%

$251,248
$37,556
$288,805
$1,521,788

16.51%
2.48%
18.98%
100.00%

$1,505,696
$16,090
$1,521,788

98.95%
1.05%
100.00%

(1) Other non-assessment funding to cover the cost associated with general benefit.

Ten Year Operating Budget

The projected 10-year operating budget for the Downtown Berkeley PBID is based upon the
following assumptions:




Total program revenue increases no more than 5% per year, the maximum allowed under the
proposed annual budget adjustment to respond to increases in the consumer price index and
other program costs. Actual budgets may not increase 5% as determined by the DBA, which
is the Owner’s Association for the Downtown Berkeley PBID.
Revenues for specific activities within the general activity categories (i.e. Environmental
Enhancements and Economic Enhancements) may be reallocated among specific activities
from year to year based upon district needs and budgets developed by the DBA board of
directors. Revenues may not be moved between the Environmental and Economic
Enhancement categories.
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SECTION G: APPORTIONMENT METHOD
Calculation of Assessments

The preceding methodology is applied to a database that has been constructed by the Downtown
Berkeley Association and the City of Berkeley. Property data is first obtained from the Alameda
County Assessor's Office through the City of Berkeley.
Benefit Zone Adjustments: The assessments are adjusted to reflect anticipated service
frequencies within each of two benefit zones:




The Premium Service Area, which includes the core of the PBID, provides a higher
frequency of environmental enhancements.
The Standard Service Area, which includes areas on the periphery to the north, west and
south, including the South Shattuck Benefit Zone, offers a lower frequency of
environmental enhancements.
Commercial properties in both service areas will equally benefit from economic
enhancements.

The resulting assessment calculation by service and benefit zone follows:
Assessment by Service
Environmental Enhancements: Premium
Environmental Enhancements: Standard
Economic Enhancements

Per Sq.Ft. of
Lot + Building per Year
$ 0.1668
$ 0.0834
$ 0.0564

Total Estimated Assessments: Based upon the methodology, property data and the proposed
PBID budget, approximate lot and building assessments are calculated. Assessments will not
exceed the following amounts during the first year of the renewed PBID:
Benefit Zone/Property Type
Premium: Commercial
Standard: Commercial
Premium: Residential
Standard: Residential
Premium: Nonprofit/Government
Standard: Nonprofit/Government

Per sq.ft. of
Lot + Building per Year
$ 0.2232
$ 0.1398
$ 0.1668
$ 0.0834
$ 0.1251
$ 0.0626

Property Use Considerations: The methodology provides the following treatments for property
used exclusively for residential, nonprofit and government, and parking structures:


Treatment of Residential Property: Residential uses will fully benefit from environmental
enhancement services and will pay a full share of these services; however, economic
enhancement services will not benefit residential uses and the residential rate is adjusted
accordingly. The residential portion of commercial and mixed-use parcels with residential
uses will be subject to the adjusted residential assessment rate.
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Assessment Policy on Nonprofit & Governmental Properties: Properties that are exempt
from property tax, including educational and governmental institutions, and nonprofit
organizations (e.g. faith-based, low income housing, cultural, community services, etc.), will
not benefit from increased commercial activity resulting from PBID services and thereby will
receive reduced benefits from PBID services. An owner of real property located within the
PBID boundaries may reduce their assessment if ALL of the following conditions are met:

1. The property owner is a nonprofit corporation that has obtained federal tax exemption under
Internal Revenue Code section 501c3 or California franchise tax-exemption under the
Revenue and Taxation Code Section 23701d.
2. The class or category of real property has been granted an exemption, in whole or in part,
from real property taxation.
3. The nonprofit or governmental property owner occupies a majority of building square footage
within the subject property.
4. The property owner makes the request in writing to the City of Berkeley prior to the submission
of the PBID assessment rolls to the Alameda County Assessor (to accommodate periodic
changes in ownership or use, on or before July 1 of each year), accompanied by
documentation of the tax-exempt status of the property owner and the class or category of
real property.
5. The City of Berkeley may verify the documentation of tax-exempt status and classification of
the property for assessment purposes prior to submitting the assessments to the County
Assessor.
If ALL of these conditions are met, the amount of the PBID assessment to be levied will be for
three-quarters (75%) of the environmental enhancement services.
Treatment of Parking Structures: Parking structures receive different levels of benefit from
PBID improvements and services based upon their use and ownership. Parking structures will
be subject to one of the following methodologies:
a. Parking structure square footage that is integrated within and/or dedicated to a building, has
the same ownership as the building, and the building has uses in addition to parking where
parking is just an ancillary use, does not receive benefit from the PBID services and therefore
square footage of the parking structure will not be assessed.
b. Stand-alone parking structures that are not ancillary to a building, will receive the full benefit
from PBID improvements and activities and will be assessed at standard assessment rates.

Budget Adjustment

Any annual budget surplus or deficit will be rolled into the following year’s PBID budget. The
budget will be set accordingly, within the constraints of the management plan, to adjust for
surpluses or deficits that are carried forward.
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Based on new development in the PBID, the amount of assessable square footage in the PBID
may change over time. These changes could modify the total square footage assessed for
affected parcels. Therefore, in future years, the assessments levied against PBID parcels may
change in accordance with the assessment methodology formula and rates in the Management
District Plan and Engineer’s Report. Changes to the assessment formula would require the
approval of an amendment to the Management Plan.
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ASSESSMENT ROLL

The total special assessment amount for FY 2016-17 is $1,505,696 apportioned to each individual
assessed parcel, as shown below.
APN

057- -2016-021-01
057- -2059-009-00
057- -2024-007-01
057- -2060-001-00
057- -2053-002-00
057- -2025-010-01
057- -2034-010-00
055- -1894-014-01
055- -1822-008-02
055- -1822-008-03
055- -1822-009-00
057- -2025-017-03
057- -2026-004-12
057- -2023-001-00
055- -1890-012-01
057- -2030-001-00
057- -2029-013-00
057- -2023-014-00
055- -1893-006-01
057- -2031-011-00
055- -1894-017-04
057- -2024-016-02
057- -2060-022-00
057- -2060-046-00
057- -2033-004-00
057- -2022-014-01
057- -2029-014-00
057- -2060-041-00
055- -1823-011-01
057- -2050-031-01
055- -1821-026-00
055- -1821-027-00
057- -2060-048-00
057- -2028-013-00
057- -2060-050-03
057- -2049-024-00
057- -2059-007-00
055- -1893-013-00
057- -2032-005-03
057- -2046-001-00
055- -1821-025-00
057- -2026-007-02
057- -2016-025-01
055- -1824-015-00
057- -2028-011-00
057- -2025-024-00

Owner

1812 University Ave LLC
1915 UNIVERSITY AVENUE PARTNER
1935 ADDISON STREET LLC
1950 MLK LLC
1974 SHATTUCK AVENUE LLC
2001 ADDISON STREET LLC
2015 SHATTUCK LLC
2025 DURANT AVENUE LLC
2035 BLAKE STREET LLC
2035 BLAKE STREET LLC
2035 BLAKE STREET LLC
2054 UNIVERSITY LLC
2068 CENTER FAMILY LIMITED PAR
2100 SHATTUCK AVE LP
2107 DWIGHT WAY LLC
2108 ALLSTON LLC
2110 KITTREDGE LLC
2115 MILVIA ASSOCIATES LLC
2125 DURANT AVENUE LLC
2130 CENTER LLC
2322 SHATTUCK AVENUE LLC
AARONIAN INVESTMENTS LLC
ACAMPORA ANTHONY & MARGARET R
ACAMPORA ANTHONY & MARGARET R
ADDISON BUILDING LLC
ADDISON LLC
AGOSTINI WARREN TR
ALBANESE ANDRES & CELINA
ALTA BATES CORPORATION
AMISTAD HOUSE LLC
AMPRI INVESTMENTS INC
AMPRI INVESTMENTS INC
ANJANEYAR LLC
AOCHI FUSAKO J TR
AREFI EHSAN & AREFY KATRIN
ATKINS GEORGE C
AYYAD FRED & MONA
BAKER EDWARD L
BANK OF AMERICA NATIONAL TRUST
BAY PROPERTIES INC
BELGROVE ANGELA M & SWINDERMAN
BERKELEY 2000 LLC
BERKELEY CHAMBER OF COM
BERKELEY FREE MARKET LLC
BERKELEY INN LLC
BERKELEY JOINT POWERS FINANCIN

Site Address

1810 University Ave
1915
UNIVERSITY AVE
1935
ADDISON ST
1988
M L KING JR WAY
1974
SHATTUCK AVE
2001
ADDISON ST
2015
SHATTUCK AVE
2025
DURANT AVE
2035
BLAKE ST
2033
BLAKE ST
2029
BLAKE ST
2054
UNIVERSITY AVE
2068
CENTER ST
2104
SHATTUCK AVE
2107 DWIGHT WAY
2108
ALLSTON WAY
2110
KITTREDGE ST
2115
MILVIA ST
2125
DURANT AVE
2130
CENTER ST
2300
SHATTUCK AVE
1926
UNIVERSITY AVE
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 301
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 309
82
SHATTUCK SQ
1912
ADDISON ST
2124
KITTREDGE ST
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 407
2104
DWIGHT WAY
1810
SHATTUCK AVE
2030
BLAKE ST C
2030
BLAKE ST B
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 210
2000
KITTREDGE ST
1805
UNIVERSITY AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 404
1929
UNIVERSITY AVE
2327
SHATTUCK AVE
2119
CENTER ST
2108
BERKELEY WAY
2030
BLAKE ST D
2175
MILVIA ST
1834
UNIVERSITY AVE
2567
SHATTUCK AVE
2001
BANCROFT WAY
2015
ADDISON ST

PARCEL
ASSMT
$1,923.37
$1,345.30
$3,635.50
$18,366.89
$2,019.96
$9,875.93
$14,052.45
$11,762.24
$2,269.37
$1,087.50
$2,358.43
$8,280.72
$1,937.82
$11,968.88
$6,051.52
$9,812.32
$8,395.76
$4,398.16
$334.96
$5,735.35
$16,957.32
$529.23
$162.05
$162.05
$5,399.21
$865.28
$2,754.06
$162.05
$5,890.33
$4,460.12
$208.92
$208.50
$162.05
$3,176.36
$90.59
$81.82
$1,269.10
$285.33
$11,718.89
$7,773.39
$559.78
$13,946.21
$856.37
$4,725.24
$3,301.52
$10,639.00
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APN

057- -2029-004-00
057- -2025-005-03
057- -2025-008-00
057- -2025-023-00
057- -2032-018-00
057- -2023-021-02
057- -2023-021-03
055- -1894-007-02
057- -2020-004-00
057- -2020-005-03
057- -2026-015-00
057- -2022-018-00
057- -2032-010-00
057- -2060-024-00
057- -2060-023-00
057- -2049-017-00
057- -2023-004-00
057- -2027-008-00
057- -2060-050-01
055- -1892-001-01
057- -2022-008-00
055- -1893-005-03
057- -2023-003-00
057- -2031-009-00
057- -2034-007-00
055- -1893-011-00
055- -1893-012-00
057- -2060-030-00
057- -2031-014-00
055- -1891-012-00
057- -2032-012-00
057- -2016-003-00
057- -2049-031-00
057- -2060-028-00
055- -1896-002-00
057- -2017-016-01
057- -2021-001-00
057- -2021-002-00
057- -2022-006-00
057- -2022-020-00
057- -2023-020-03
057- -2028-005-00
057- -2028-017-01
057- -2053-022-01
057- -2118-001-00
057- -2119-001-00
057- -2026-013-00
055- -1822-003-02
057- -2023-026-00
055- -1821-024-02
057- -2120-001-00
057- -2049-020-00

Owner

BERKELEY LODGE NO 270 I O O F
BERKELEY REPERTORY THEATRE
BERKELEY REPERTORY THEATRE
BERKELEY REPERTORY THEATRE
BERKELEY STATION PARTNERS LLC
BERKELEY TRADITIONAL MUSIC FOU
BERKELEY TRADITIONAL MUSIC FOU
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRI
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRI
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRI
BERKELEY YOUNG MENS CHRISTIAN
BERKELEYALBANY YMCA TEEN CENTE
BETTENCOURT CHARLES A & JEANNE
BHULLAR SANTOKH & JASPREET
BIGGS RALPH E
BLANCHARD WILLIAM J
BOLLIBOKKA SHATTUCK LLC
BPR PROPERTIES BERKELEY LLC
BROWNING ROBERT P & MAIO LINDA
BUDDHIST CHURCHES OF AMERICA
BUTLER LARRY TR
BVP FULTON LLC
C & V SHATTUCK LLC
C S COMPANY
CALIF STATE EMPL CR UN
CALIFORNIA FIRST BANK
CALIFORNIA FIRST BANK
CALOCA ROSA N
CENTER GALLERY LP
CHAN FAT & KUM L TRS
CHENG FRANK & DOROTHY
CHENG TE C TR
CHITRCHARATN NIRAMOL
CHUA SHIRLEY C & SUISUILYN
CHUN S R & DORIS S TRS & FUJIK
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CITY OF BERKELEY
CONSTITUTION SQUARE LLC
CRESTON DEVELOPMENTS LLC
CVBAF ACQ LLC
CYH COMPANY INC
DAVID BROWER CENTER
DELBONTA MATTHEW A
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Site Address

2288
FULTON ST
2071
ADDISON ST
2025
ADDISON ST
2009
ADDISON ST
134
BERKELEY SQ
2026
ADDISON ST
2020
ADDISON ST
2000
BANCROFT WAY
1980
ALLSTON WAY
2223
M L KING JR WAY
2001
ALLSTON WAY
2109
M L KING JR WAY
2109
SHATTUCK AVE
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 202
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 401
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 302
2144
SHATTUCK AVE
2060
ALLSTON WAY C
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE A
2140
DURANT AVE
1907
CENTER ST
2310
FULTON ST
2120
SHATTUCK AVE
2161
SHATTUCK AVE
2033
SHATTUCK AVE
2107
DURANT AVE
2333
SHATTUCK AVE
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 204
2136
CENTER ST
2429
SHATTUCK AVE
2112
ADDISON ST
2070
M L KING JR WAY
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 207
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 303
2414
SHATTUCK AVE
2100
M L KING JR WAY
2180
MILVIA ST
0
CENTER ST
1947
CENTER ST
0
CENTER ST
2033
CENTER ST
2031
BANCROFT WAY
2090
KITTREDGE ST
0 BERKELEY WAY
2200
FULTON ST
2200
FULTON ST A
2168
SHATTUCK AVE
2514
SHATTUCK AVE
2055
CENTER ST
2034
BLAKE ST
2150
ALLSTON WAY
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 303

PARCEL
ASSMT
$4,110.88
$783.25
$3,736.11
$1,820.46
$978.06
$1,903.90
$2,086.92
$2,322.84
$2,997.98
$17,762.69
$17,182.74
$1,700.15
$5,967.16
$162.05
$162.05
$81.82
$21,131.01
$27,795.10
$90.45
$3,544.73
$1,281.86
$8,860.95
$1,469.10
$9,688.00
$1,403.26
$908.70
$3,829.40
$162.05
$2,575.50
$4,060.98
$4,111.34
$690.61
$81.82
$162.05
$324.76
$16,730.66
$14,505.72
$15,205.65
$8,444.24
$3,635.37
$26,241.85
$2,762.73
$12,527.64
$2,563.16
$0.00
$7,098.67
$12,107.93
$1,585.47
$36,042.11
$3,383.58
$5,917.08
$81.82

Downtown Berkeley PBID
Engineer’s Report

APN

055- -1895-019-01
055- -1892-015-00
055- -1892-016-00
057- -2024-004-00
057- -2024-008-01
055- -1892-013-01
057- -2045-005-00
057- -2046-003-00
057- -2046-004-00
057- -2046-005-00
057- -2046-006-00
057- -2046-008-02
057- -2046-008-03
057- -2046-010-00
057- -2046-011-00
057- -2023-017-01
057- -2046-009-00
057- -2047-002-01
055- -1890-013-02
057- -2030-002-00
057- -2025-014-00
057- -2049-014-00
057- -2053-003-01
057- -2053-003-02
055- -1894-006-00
057- -2022-003-01
057- -2022-017-01
057- -2026-002-01
057- -2026-005-01
057- -2026-012-03
057- -2060-040-00
057- -2028-002-00
055- -1895-015-01
057- -2049-022-00
057- -2049-026-00
055- -1896-004-00
055- -1822-005-00
057- -2025-004-00
057- -2053-004-02
057- -2025-019-00
055- -1892-014-00
055- -1897-006-00
057- -2024-021-01
057- -2025-005-02
057- -2025-006-00
057- -2025-022-00
057- -2030-011-00
057- -2028-014-02
057- -2024-015-03
057- -2029-012-00
055- -1821-028-00
057- -2016-027-02

Owner

DURANT BERKELEY PARTNERS LLC
DURANT BERKELEY PARTNERS LP
DURANT BERKELEY PARTNERS LP
EAST BAY MEDIA CENTER
EAST END INVESTORS GROUP INC
EASTBOROUGH PROPERTIES LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ACHESON COMMONS LP
EQR ARTECH BERKELEY LP
EQR BACHENHEIMER BERKELEY LP
EQR BERKELEYAN BERKELEY LP
EQR FINE ARTS BERKELEY LP
EQR GAIA BERKELEY LP
EQR TOURIEL BERKELEY LP
FARRAR CHARLES R JR TR
FIFTH KEIL CO
FIFTH KEIL CO
FIGUEROA XAVIER & JOSEFINA J
FIRST MILVIA LLC
FIRST MILVIA LLC
FIRST SHATTUCK LLC
FIRST SHATTUCK LLC
FIRST SHATTUCK LLC
FONG ANDREW
FU JIHWA & JI H TRS
GENIRBERG SIBLINGS LLC
GIEBELER PERSIS A
GILMOUR SUSAN R & THOMAS S
GIOTINIS E C & A TRS & GIOTINI
GIOTINIS ERNIE C & ANDRIA TRS
GLYNN EDITH W TR
GLYNN EDITH W TR
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF THE GRE
GORDON JOHN K & MITCHELL JANIS
GORDON JOHN K & MITCHELL JANIS
GORDON JOHN K & MITCHELL JANIS
GORDON JOHN K & MITCHELL JANIS
GORDON JOHN K & MITCHELL JANIS
GORDON JOHN K & MITCHELL JANIS
GORDON JOHN K & MITCHELL JANIS
GRANITE LIBRARY GARDENS LP
GREENLINING INSTITUTE
H DRAKE CORPORATION
HA YANGWON K
HADJIAN SIMIN & PAYVAND ETAL
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Site Address

2024
DURANT AVE
2367
SHATTUCK AVE
2349
SHATTUCK AVE
1939
ADDISON ST
1950
UNIVERSITY AVE
2399
SHATTUCK AVE
1933 WALNUT ST
0 BERKELEY WAY
1922 WALNUT ST
1930 WALNUT ST
1900 WALNUT ST
2145
UNIVERSITY AVE
2125
UNIVERSITY AVE
2111
UNIVERSITY AVE
1987
SHATTUCK AVE
2101
MILVIA ST
2119
UNIVERSITY AVE
1910
OXFORD ST
2451
SHATTUCK AVE
2116
ALLSTON WAY
2004
UNIVERSITY AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 301
1998
SHATTUCK AVE
1984
SHATTUCK AVE
2017
DURANT AVE
2108
MILVIA ST
2100
MILVIA ST
2150
SHATTUCK AVE
2043
ALLSTON WAY
2052
CENTER ST
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 307
2270
SHATTUCK AVE
2000
DURANT AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 204
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 305
2428
SHATTUCK AVE
2524
SHATTUCK AVE
2020
SHATTUCK AVE
2071
UNIVERSITY AVE
2058
UNIVERSITY AVE
2375
SHATTUCK AVE
2450
SHATTUCK AVE
1952
UNIVERSITY AVE
2024
SHATTUCK AVE
2036
SHATTUCK AVE
2014
SHATTUCK AVE
2225
SHATTUCK AVE
2022
KITTREDGE ST
1916
UNIVERSITY AVE
2271
SHATTUCK AVE
2030
BLAKE ST A
1840
UNIVERSITY AVE

PARCEL
ASSMT
$1,893.51
$1,550.38
$2,617.06
$529.03
$3,640.39
$4,689.45
$314.55
$758.83
$552.19
$695.64
$787.35
$5,229.13
$10,474.11
$2,519.26
$3,374.56
$6,414.48
$10,352.94
$5,095.50
$11,718.14
$16,693.40
$6,421.09
$81.82
$4,583.19
$991.90
$865.19
$971.61
$12,420.25
$41,368.33
$4,969.10
$27,802.24
$162.05
$1,928.67
$4,189.02
$81.82
$81.82
$1,126.37
$1,499.22
$2,667.02
$2,366.37
$2,111.31
$759.53
$3,921.39
$3,986.68
$5,248.32
$7,513.36
$1,469.10
$955.97
$40,323.02
$2,162.39
$2,281.10
$226.43
$2,985.57

Downtown Berkeley PBID
Engineer’s Report

APN

057- -2060-036-00
057- -2059-006-00
057- -2060-043-00
057- -2027-002-02
057- -2027-002-03
057- -2027-004-00
057- -2046-002-00
057- -2060-037-00
057- -2034-006-00
057- -2031-006-00
057- -2025-002-00
057- -2027-006-00
057- -2027-007-00
057- -2049-015-00
057- -2060-034-00
057- -2059-010-00
057- -2049-019-00
057- -2032-015-00
057- -2030-010-00
057- -2053-001-00
057- -2030-009-00
055- -1821-003-00
055- -1821-004-00
057- -2031-004-00
057- -2049-023-00
057- -2025-016-00
057- -2032-011-00
057- -2060-006-00
057- -2060-004-00
057- -2060-005-00
057- -2030-008-00
057- -2032-019-00
057- -2031-002-00
057- -2025-013-00
057- -2060-031-00
057- -2060-044-00
057- -2049-037-00
057- -2049-038-00
057- -2060-050-05
057- -2060-050-06
057- -2060-050-07
057- -2049-034-00
057- -2060-003-00
057- -2030-012-00
057- -2049-016-00
055- -1893-015-01
057- -2024-018-01
055- -1897-002-00
057- -2024-014-00
057- -2059-008-00
057- -2023-012-00
057- -2025-001-00

Owner

HAMMOND LUCIA
HAN CHANG S & YOON J
HART ELIZABETH
HEAD LAMA TIBETAN NYINGMA MEDI
HEAD LAMA TIBETAN NYINGMA MEDI
HEAD LAMA TIBETAN NYINGMAPA ME
HEDGEMON REAL LLC
HERNANDEZ KARYN L
HIGHWAY 61
HIRAHARA FAMILY LIMITED PARTNE
HO MENG H & SHIN J TRS & HO MI
HSR BERKELEY INVESTMENTS LLC
HSR BERKELEY INVESTMENTS LLC
HU VICTORIA L
HUANG SCOTT & EVA
HULTGREN ROBERT P & SUSAN S TR
HUYNH MATTHEW & REGINA TRS
JANTA REALTY INC & BATRA MANJU
JEON ROBERT S & JUNE I
JLLJAR LLC
JOHNSON CECILIA & LENT ROBIN V
JOHNSTON STEWART L
JOHNSTON STEWART L
JUDAH L MAGNES MUSEUM INC
KALOFONOS ANGELIKI & MARIA S
KAM YIU LAM & SHUN TO LO LAM L
KAMENY HARVEY TR
KAMI BARRY G & CATHY J TRS
KANG BU U & JEONG H ETAL
KANG BU U & JEONG H ETAL
KAO ROGER Y
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTERS INC
KASHANI NASSER & PAMELA L TRS
KASHEF M MEHDI & KATHERINE TRS
KEAS MABEL E
KEHRET JOSEPH G
KENNEDY PATRICK C & JULIE M TR
KENNEDY PATRICK C & JULIE M TR
KENNEDY PATRICK C & JULIE M TR
KENNEDY PATRICK C & JULIE M TR
KENNEDY PATRICK C & JULIE TRS
KHO ERIC L
KLATT PETER & JOAN C TRS
KOOYMAN STEVEN P
LAI ROGER Y
LAKIREDDY PRASAD R & SANTI
LAKIREDDY PRASAD R & SANTI
LAKIREDDY PRASAD R & SANTI & H
LAKIREDDY VIJAY
LAM PAULINE P ETAL
LANGUAGE STUDIES INC
LAUSON LLC
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Site Address
1801
1941
1801
2210
2018
2222
2120
1801
2037
2187
2008
2060
2070
1849
1801
1909
1849
100
2231
1950
2115
2558
2576
2121
1849
2042
2104
1813
1823
1821
2117
150
2171
2000
1801
1801
1849
1849
1809
1807
1807
1849
1849
2219
1849
2323
1942
2484
1900
1921
2015
2000

UNIVERSITY AVE 206
UNIVERSITY AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE 308
HAROLD WAY
ALLSTON WAY
HAROLD WAY
BERKELEY WAY
UNIVERSITY AVE 306
SHATTUCK AVE
SHATTUCK AVE
SHATTUCK AVE
ALLSTON WAY A
ALLSTON WAY
SHATTUCK AVE 401
UNIVERSITY AVE 305
UNIVERSITY AVE
SHATTUCK AVE 203
BERKELEY SQ
SHATTUCK AVE
SHATTUCK AVE
KITTREDGE ST
SHATTUCK AVE
SHATTUCK AVE
ALLSTON WAY
SHATTUCK AVE 304
UNIVERSITY AVE
ADDISON ST
UNIVERSITY AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE
KITTREDGE ST
BERKELEY SQ
ALLSTON WAY
UNIVERSITY AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE 304
UNIVERSITY AVE 408
SHATTUCK AVE C1
SHATTUCK AVE C2
UNIVERSITY AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE A
SHATTUCK AVE 208
UNIVERSITY AVE
SHATTUCK AVE
SHATTUCK AVE 202
SHATTUCK AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE
SHATTUCK AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE
UNIVERSITY AVE
CENTER ST
SHATTUCK AVE

PARCEL
ASSMT
$162.05
$1,672.15
$162.05
$1,562.50
$5,232.68
$6,864.24
$3,144.27
$162.05
$6,651.58
$5,030.93
$4,423.82
$28,125.43
$9,948.02
$81.82
$162.05
$1,350.75
$81.82
$1,389.87
$5,847.68
$3,029.05
$6,015.69
$1,676.62
$964.06
$5,592.22
$81.82
$3,240.04
$3,667.85
$1,889.96
$1,468.88
$1,169.43
$2,250.30
$3,451.12
$8,693.02
$2,168.39
$162.05
$162.05
$96.74
$274.43
$88.77
$94.78
$28.10
$81.82
$1,753.09
$2,233.79
$81.82
$2,812.33
$4,939.55
$8,048.01
$3,471.02
$1,113.51
$3,903.10
$6,075.28

Downtown Berkeley PBID
Engineer’s Report

APN

057- -2053-005-00
055- -1894-002-00
057- -2024-011-00
057- -2049-021-00
057- -2060-042-00
055- -1894-016-00
057- -2034-011-00
057- -2050-005-00
057- -2029-011-00
057- -2060-025-00
057- -2031-005-00
057- -2031-007-00
057- -2031-008-00
057- -2051-004-00
057- -2029-009-00
057- -2049-036-00
057- -2060-026-00
055- -1822-002-01
057- -2033-001-01
057- -2016-002-00
057- -2049-029-00
057- -2051-006-01
057- -2049-030-00
055- -1821-001-01
057- -2022-005-01
057- -2051-005-00
057- -2049-032-00
057- -2060-047-00
057- -2016-024-01
057- -2120-002-00
057- -2031-001-01
057- -2031-013-00
057- -2121-001-00
057- -2016-018-01
055- -1893-019-00
055- -1893-020-00
055- -1820-001-01
055- -1821-005-00
057- -2028-004-00
057- -2026-010-00
057- -2026-014-00
055- -1894-003-01
057- -2029-016-00
055- -1894-015-00
057- -2053-006-00
057- -2025-021-00
055- -1891-014-01
057- -2029-007-02
057- -2032-014-01
057- -2034-003-00
057- -2034-004-00
057- -2034-012-00

Owner

LE MICHAEL K
LEE JANICE & YI JONG KU
LEE SANG H & CHUNG EUNJUNG
LEUNG STEVEN T & PHOEBE
LEY CHARLOTTE
LI JULIAN J & SOPHIA Y
LIU JIM K
MALIN ROBERT O INC
MALNICK EDITH TR
MAO YULI
MARTIN DAVID J & MARILYN R TRS
MARTIN DAVID J & MARILYN R TRS
MARTIN DAVID J & MARILYN R TRS
MARTIN DAVID J & MARILYN R TRS
MASONIC LLC
MEJIA CESAR A
MICHAELS MARY F & CORR JAMES C
MMP CHESTNUT LLC
MO SHATTUCK LLC
MOAVEN SAGHI
MODERT DAVID T & LIU AMY H
MORAN EVERETT S JR & CATHARINE
NAKAMURA ROY M & TOSHIKO TRS
NATURAL GREEN CORPORATION
NEW MILVIA PROPERTY LLC
NINETEEN HUNDRED TWENTY SIX SH
NISEN FREDERICK P
NOONE GLORIA M & OLSON STEPHEN
OHAY PHILIP L & BARBARA L TRS
OXFORD COMMERCIAL LLC
OXFORD DEVELOPMENT GROUP LP
OXFORD DEVELOPMENT GROUP LP
OXFORD PLAZA LP
P P M&B BERKELEY LLC
P T & T CO 279-1-12-6
P T & T CO 279-1-12-6
PARKERSHATTUCK OWNER LLC
PARKERSHATTUCK OWNER LLC
PASAND COURTYARD LLC
PERALTA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DIST
PERALTA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DIST
PERSIAN CENTER
PLAZA 5TH AVENUE PARTNERS
POTTEBAUM JANE TR
REDDY HANUMANDLA J & HANUMANDL
REDDY HANUMANDLA R & HANUMANDL
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
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Site Address

2067
UNIVERSITY AVE
2037
DURANT AVE
1915
ADDISON ST
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 403
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 208
2030
BANCROFT WAY
2138
UNIVERSITY AVE
1848
SHATTUCK AVE
2277
SHATTUCK AVE
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 302
2115
ALLSTON WAY
2181
SHATTUCK AVE
2171
SHATTUCK AVE
1920
SHATTUCK AVE
2105
BANCROFT WAY
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 408
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 402
2506
SHATTUCK AVE
48
SHATTUCK SQ
2054
M L KING JR WAY
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 306
1936
SHATTUCK AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 406
2550
SHATTUCK AVE
2118
MILVIA ST
1926
SHATTUCK AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 307
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 409
1824
UNIVERSITY AVE
2200
FULTON ST C
2128
OXFORD ST
2142
CENTER ST
2175
KITTREDGE ST
1800
UNIVERSITY AVE
0 DURANT AVE
0 BANCROFT WAY
2600
SHATTUCK AVE
2598
SHATTUCK AVE
2276
SHATTUCK AVE
2016
CENTER ST
2048
CENTER ST
2029
DURANT AVE
2150
KITTREDGE ST
2028
BANCROFT WAY
2057
UNIVERSITY AVE
2066
UNIVERSITY AVE
2401
SHATTUCK AVE
2113
BANCROFT WAY
2120
OXFORD ST
0 ADDISON ST
2123
ADDISON ST
2154
UNIVERSITY AVE

PARCEL
ASSMT
$2,775.27
$3,590.90
$1,845.22
$81.82
$162.05
$1,047.50
$2,454.75
$1,136.85
$2,065.49
$162.05
$2,007.46
$2,280.88
$3,948.18
$880.88
$10,376.12
$81.82
$162.05
$1,130.84
$7,698.39
$314.42
$81.82
$2,087.21
$81.82
$3,922.51
$5,206.71
$850.40
$81.82
$162.05
$2,905.04
$3,450.60
$4,444.58
$7,673.84
$15,236.01
$2,375.34
$15,044.58
$908.70
$12,304.92
$1,083.45
$10,389.29
$1,219.73
$23,135.99
$883.41
$7,805.08
$685.21
$5,367.51
$5,671.83
$5,847.72
$4,075.51
$12,741.18
$690.55
$228.68
$3,795.91

Downtown Berkeley PBID
Engineer’s Report

APN

057- -2034-014-02
057- -2034-014-03
057- -2045-002-00
057- -2045-003-00
057- -2045-006-00
057- -2047-001-05
057- -2054-012-01
057- -2045-004-00
057- -2047-003-02
057- -2023-002-00
057- -2023-023-00
057- -2023-024-00
057- -2023-025-00
057- -2049-033-00
057- -2030-003-00
055- -1895-018-01
057- -2049-040-00
055- -1896-003-00
057- -2049-028-00
057- -2029-015-00
057- -2024-010-02
055- -1893-016-00
057- -2022-009-02
057- -2022-013-04
057- -2024-002-02
057- -2033-003-00
055- -1891-013-01
055- -1897-001-03
055- -1822-006-00
057- -2029-002-04
057- -2060-038-00
057- -2016-022-00
057- -2053-014-02
057- -2060-045-00
057- -2023-016-01
057- -2026-004-05
055- -1824-016-00
055- -1892-018-01
055- -1896-001-00
057- -2060-002-00
057- -2031-003-00
057- -2032-016-00
057- -2024-001-02
057- -2049-035-00
057- -2060-035-00
057- -2049-025-00
055- -1896-005-00
057- -2053-012-00
057- -2053-008-01
057- -2060-033-00
055- -1824-014-00
057- -2060-027-00

Owner

REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF C
REGENTS OF UNIVERSITY CALIFORN
REGENTS UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORN
REGENTS UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORN
RHODES MARIETTA E & MICHAEL L
RILCO ADDISON LLC
RILCO ADDISON LLC
RUEGG & ELLSWORTH
RYU DAVID J
SALDANA JORGE U TR & CERFAM LL
SATELLITE FIRST COMMUNITIES L
SC HILLSIDE BERKELEY INC
SCHIPANI JOHN & ANNA
SCHIRLE ANN M
SCHNEIDER STEPHEN E TR
SEAGATE PROMENADE PARTNERS L P
SEGERBERG MAURICE & YVONNE & K
SHAMSZAD SASHA G & MERIDETH B
SHAMSZAD SASHA G & MERIDETH B
SHAMSZAD SASHA G & MERIDETH B
SHAMSZAD SASHA G & MERIDETH B
SHATTUCK SENIOR HOMES ASSOCIAT
SHATTUCK WICKS PARTNERSHIP LTD
SHEN TSUI Y & WU YEU B
SHIMEK MICHAEL R & KATHERINE S
SHOJI JOSEPH
SHREE LAXMI LLC
SHRIMATIS LIMITED INC
SIKAFFY AMAL
SILVEIRA J W & BARBARA O TRS
SOMERASANSOME VENTURES I LLC
SOUTHWICK TIMOTHY K & SUSAN E
SOUTHWICK TIMOTHY K & SUSAN E
SOUTHWICK TIMOTHY K & SUSAN E
SOUTHWICK TIMOTHY SR & SUSAN T
SPI CA BRAINTREE, LP & BVP ALL
SPITZER NORMAN S & MARY J TRS
STONEFIRE PARTNERS LLC
SU FU & CHUANG C ETAL
SWANSON LINDA L
SWEENEY ZEPHYR
T J WHITTEN FAMILY LLC
TAKAGI TANI H & DANA Y TRS RES
TALAI MOHAMMAD E & KOKAB S TRS
TAVAKOLIZADEH MEHDI
THALLAUG KIRSTEN L & HAAKON E
THEVANAYAGAM SABANAYAGAM & VAS
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Site Address

2199
ADDISON ST
2199
ADDISON ST
1952
OXFORD ST
1990
OXFORD ST
1925 WALNUT ST
1900
OXFORD ST
1995
UNIVERSITY AVE
2161
UNIVERSITY AVE
0 HEARST
2116
SHATTUCK AVE
2030
ADDISON ST
2040
ADDISON ST
2072
ADDISON ST
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 407
2134
ALLSTON WAY
2020
DURANT AVE
2102 DELAWARE ST
2420
SHATTUCK AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 206
2138
KITTREDGE ST
1936
UNIVERSITY AVE
2301
SHATTUCK AVE
2105
M L KING JR WAY
1900
ADDISON ST
2020
MILVIA ST
64
SHATTUCK SQ
2421
SHATTUCK AVE
2480
SHATTUCK AVE
2530
SHATTUCK AVE
2176
KITTREDGE ST
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 406
1822
UNIVERSITY AVE
2011
UNIVERSITY AVE
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 209
0 MILVIA ST
2190
SHATTUCK AVE
2555
SHATTUCK AVE
2110
DURANT AVE
2410
SHATTUCK AVE
1865
UNIVERSITY AVE
2161
ALLSTON WAY
115
BERKELEY SQ
1974
UNIVERSITY AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 308
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 405
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 205
2440
SHATTUCK AVE
1949
MILVIA ST
2035
UNIVERSITY AVE
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 205
2105
PARKER ST
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 203

PARCEL
ASSMT
$62.68
$25,167.37
$1,852.15
$798.26
$360.70
$764.97
$15,195.09
$2,337.37
$13,585.83
$1,218.67
$10,137.30
$4,347.94
$4,543.24
$81.82
$2,172.18
$2,523.53
$4,547.39
$1,303.77
$81.82
$2,045.80
$9,069.11
$2,124.40
$2,363.32
$3,580.42
$7,981.46
$6,094.70
$1,343.99
$2,489.98
$1,453.78
$7,034.82
$162.05
$3,201.14
$2,007.24
$162.05
$1,620.66
$16,595.14
$1,197.53
$2,726.10
$3,107.06
$2,626.84
$9,698.13
$1,352.82
$4,220.56
$81.82
$162.05
$81.82
$2,375.48
$2,366.71
$4,920.22
$162.05
$3,619.98
$162.05

Downtown Berkeley PBID
Engineer’s Report

APN

057- -2024-013-00
057- -2049-018-00
057- -2051-003-01
057- -2053-007-00
057- -2025-015-00
057- -20270-05-00
055- -1825-015-02
055- -1825-019-00
057- -2024-012-00
055- -1895-018-05
055- -1893-017-02
055- -1893-007-00
055- -1893-018-00
057- -2051-007-00
057- -2028-003-00
057- -2060-039-00
057- -2028-012-00
057- -2045-001-00
057- -2022-015-00
057- -2022-019-00
057- -2023-013-00
057- -2060-029-00
055- -1822-001-00
057- -2034-008-00
057- -2025-012-00
057- -2031-010-00
057- -2034-009-00
057- -2049-027-00
057- -2034-005-00
057- -2060-049-00
057- -2059-011-00
057- -2053-011-00
057- -2049-013-00
057- -2060-021-00
057- -2029-010-02
057- -2029-010-01
055- -1893-001-00
055- -1822-004-00
057- -2032-017-00
057- -2060-032-00
TOTAL:

Owner

THOMPSON DON J & AUDREY A & KI
TIPHANE GUY TR
TIPPING STEVEN B & ZENIADA L T
TRILINK REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
U C STUDIOS LLC
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
VALIYEE REZA
VALIYEE REZA
VEDENSKY PROPERTIES LLC
VENTRI LLC
VERO PROPERTIES LLC
VERO PROPERTIES LLC
VERO PROPERTIES LLC
VINLAND PROPERTY INVETMENT LL
WADE WILLIAM J TR
WAGELE NICHOLAS
WANDER ROBERT H & INGRID
WATERBURY PROPERTIES INC
WESTWOOD BAYROCK ADDISON LP
WESTWOOD BAYROCK ADDISON LP
WILLIAMS JAMES J & LOUISE A TR
WONG BING & MEI
WONG HENRY F & MARY S TRS & WO
WONG WENG KONG & WENG KONG ETA
WOO JAMES B & VIVIAN TRS
WU SHU F TR
XUE DE Z & ZHENG JIAN X
YANG JUDY C TR & YANG LUCINDA
YANIV GERSHON & DAPHNA R ETAL
YASUMOTO JOHN & CHITOSE TRS
YEARWOOD J HOMERO E & INES L T
YEE DAVID
YEE MAXINE Y & LELAND Y
YEH JENG R & YANG CHINGMEI
YOUNG JAMES C & EDDIE JR
YOUNG JAMES C & YOUNG EDDIE JR
YU CHING H & INN N TRS
YU WAH Y & RUICHAN
ZEMEL ARTHUR & LEVIN DOROTHY T
ZOBRIST ALBERT L & TERESA T

May 2016
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Site Address

2099
M L KING JR WAY
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 402
1900
SHATTUCK AVE
2041
UNIVERSITY AVE
2018
UNIVERSITY AVE
0 MILVIA ST
2621
SHATTUCK AVE
2609
SHATTUCK AVE
1911
ADDISON ST
2352
SHATTUCK AVE
0 BANCROFT WAY
2121
DURANT AVE
2126
BANCROFT WAY
2053 BERKELEY WAY
2274
SHATTUCK AVE
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 207
2235
MILVIA ST
1921 WALNUT ST
1916
ADDISON ST
1950
ADDISON ST
2001
CENTER ST
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 403
2500
SHATTUCK AVE
2023
SHATTUCK AVE
2001
MILVIA ST
2124
CENTER ST
2017
SHATTUCK AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 405
2119
ADDISON ST
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 310
1901
UNIVERSITY AVE
2017
UNIVERSITY AVE
1849
SHATTUCK AVE 201
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 201
2281
SHATTUCK AVE
2283
SHATTUCK AVE
2190
BANCROFT WAY
2520
SHATTUCK AVE
130
BERKELEY SQ
1801
UNIVERSITY AVE 404

PARCEL
ASSMT
$2,317.88
$81.82
$2,193.88
$6,791.53
$11,414.34
$10,621.87
$6,755.42
$3,004.86
$2,365.98
$10,246.08
$422.84
$745.76
$891.13
$1,112.27
$12,842.04
$162.05
$588.42
$755.44
$943.65
$5,810.23
$9,744.24
$162.05
$1,556.29
$1,623.78
$809.77
$3,114.53
$1,588.29
$81.82
$4,805.01
$162.05
$1,392.15
$3,085.74
$81.82
$162.05
$869.59
$651.30
$1,837.53
$671.04
$1,176.71
$162.05
$1,505,696

